Senator/Representative,

My name is Alisha Blake and I am the Campaign Coordinator for the Connecticut Coalition for Retirement Security. The Coalition’s primary focus is to educate and activate union members, legislators and the general citizenry around public sector pension issues by highlighting how pensions benefit our entire state and why these benefits must be preserved.

Enclosed please find various studies, one-pagers and other resources relevant to public sector pension here in Connecticut along with my personal contact information. Feel free to contact me any time with any questions you may have regarding any and all issues surrounding public sector pensions, both here in Connecticut as well as at the national level. I look forward to being a resource for you as we all move forward into this unprecedented legislative session.

Respectfully,
Alisha Blake
C.860.908.4946
ablake@protectctpensions.org
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The overwhelming majority of state and local government employees continue to participate in defined benefit pension plans. A few states have closed their pension plans during the past couple of decades, placing their new hires in alternative plans like defined contribution or cash balance plans. This report features four case studies of states --Alaska, Kentucky, Michigan, and West Virginia-- that closed their pension plans in favor of an alternative plan design.

The key findings of this report are as follows:

- Switching from a defined benefit pension plan to a defined contribution or cash balance plan did not address existing pension underfunding as promised. Instead, costs for these states increased after closing the pension plan.

- Responsible funding of pension plans is key to managing legacy costs associated with these plans. The experience of these states shows that changing benefits for future hires does not address an existing funding shortfall.

- The change in plan design has resulted in greater retirement insecurity for employees. In West Virginia's case, this led the state to reopen the closed pension plan.

- Workforce challenges are emerging as a result of the benefit changes. Especially in Alaska, difficulties in recruiting and retaining public employees have increased since the pension plans were closed to new hires. The Alaska Department of Public Safety lists the ability to offer a defined benefit pension as a "critical need" for the department.

Each analysis examines the key issues and the impact of the plan change over time. Specific areas include: the impact on the overall demographics of the system membership; changes in the cost of providing benefits under the plan; the percent of the actuarially determined employer contribution made by the state and other public employers each year; the effect on the retirement security of workers impacted by the change; and the impact on the overall funding level of the plan over time. To the extent possible, the case studies also examine subsequent action taken by policymakers to address the results of the plan changes.

A note on terminology: throughout this report, we will use the term “Actuarially Determined Employer Contribution (ADEC),” instead of the term “Annual Required Contribution (ARC).” Some of the comprehensive annual financial reports cited in this report still use the term ARC, but for consistency, we will use the term ADEC.
CASE STUDY: ALASKA FACES MOUNTING CHALLENGES THIRTEEN YEARS AFTER CLOSING PENSION PLANS

Closing the Plans Did Not Help Bring Down Underfunding

In 2005, the Alaska legislature closed its two statewide defined benefit pension plans for teachers and public employees. All new hires since July 1, 2006 participate in a defined contribution retirement plan. Since that time, it's become clear that the move to a defined contribution plan did not improve the funded status of the pension plans. Furthermore, public employees are facing increasing retirement insecurity, and there is emerging evidence the state is finding it more difficult to retain a quality workforce following the benefit change.

When the legislature passed the law that closed the defined benefit plans and created the defined contribution plans, the governor claimed the legislation would "slow down the state's increasing liability." Instead, the past thirteen years have revealed a much more complicated outcome for the state.

Much of the political momentum behind closing the pension plans was driven by the state's unfunded liability, including the liability related to post-employment healthcare. In 2005, the state faced a combined $4.1 billion unfunded liability for pension benefits in the Public Employees Retirement System (PERS) and the Teachers Retirement System (TRS). The underfunding of these plans was caused by a variety of factors, including poor funding decisions by elected officials, stock market declines, and significant actuarial errors.

Mercer Inc., the state's actuary, had made inaccurate actuarial projections and then attempted to hide them from the state. The firm had recommended the state contribute less to the plans than what was actually needed. This error alone contributed to $2.5 billion of the state's unfunded liabilities. The state of Alaska sued in December 2007, seeking $2.8 billion in damages. Ultimately, Mercer and the State of Alaska settled for $500 million.

By the time Alaska received the settlement in 2010, the damage had already been done. Governor Frank Murkowski had used the perceived crisis of the unfunded liability to push for the closing of the pension plans, and he had succeeded. The real problem Alaska faced in 2005 was a funding problem -- and closing the pension plans did not address that. In fact, in the years following the closing of the defined benefit plans, the Alaska legislature continued to underpay the actuarially determined employer contribution (ADEC).

Since the plans were closed in 2005, the state of Alaska has alternated between underpaying and overpaying the ADEC. As the chart below shows, Alaska underpaid the ADEC in PERS in 10 of the 14 years from 2005 through 2018, and in 8 of those years it underpaid the ADEC in TRS. These poor funding practices belie the claim that the state acted in 2005 to address underfunding in the pension plans.

Figure 1. Alaska ADEC Contributions by Plan
Moreover, closing the pension plans made it more difficult for the state to manage the existing unfunded liability because new employees no longer pay into the system. As a result of the ongoing underfunding, the state decided to make a one-time $3 billion contribution to the closed pension plans in 2014. Despite this significant infusion of the state’s financial resources, the combined unfunded liability for pension benefits was higher in 2017 ($6.3 billion) than it was in 2005 ($4.1 billion). Closing the plans did not reduce the unfunded liability. Alaska has managed to improve the funded status of both plans modestly—from 65.7 percent to 66.7 percent in PERS and from 60.9 percent to 75.9 percent in TRS—but this is due almost entirely to the $3 billion contribution. Meanwhile, the unfunded actuarial accrued liability for pension benefits has increased in both plans since 2005.

Closing the Plans Created Recruitment and Retention Challenges for the State

Closing the pension plans did have other repercussions. Since 2005, the state has experienced significant challenges recruiting and retaining public employees. Due to its unique and imposing geography, Alaska is already a difficult place to recruit public employees, especially teachers, who may spend months at a time in small, remote villages. While pay is generally higher than the national average in Alaska, the state also has a much higher cost of living, again, owing to its remoteness and unique geography. The lack of a defined benefit pension plan and competitive benefits in general is often directly cited as a major reason why Alaska struggles to recruit teachers, state troopers, and other public employees.

In April 2019, nine former Alaska Teachers of the Year wrote an op-ed attributing the state’s challenges recruiting and retaining teachers to the lack of a defined benefit pension. “There is not a single financial reason for a teacher to remain longer than five years on a defined-contribution retirement plan,” they wrote. (Teachers in Alaska’s defined contribution plan vest in their retirement benefits after five years.) They point out that many teachers are incentivized to teach for a few years in Alaska and then move to another state where they will receive a defined benefit pension. And replacing these teachers is expensive: The Center for Alaska Education Policy Research determines that it costs $20,431 per teacher when totaling all turnover costs (separation, recruitment, hiring, and induction and training). As a result, the state of Alaska loses $20 million each year due to teacher turnover.

The Alaska Department of Public Safety has experienced similar challenges. In a report to the state legislature, DPS officials cited the lack of a defined benefit pension as one of the primary obstacles to recruiting and retaining new state troopers. Over the six-year period from 2011 through 2017, the Alaska DPS saw a noticeable increase in the number of non-retirement separations from service. Seventy-two percent of those who left went to work for a different public safety department often in a state that offers a pension. Given that it costs $190,000 and takes 12-18 months to train and certify a new state trooper, Alaska has strong incentives to retain experienced officers. The department identified the ability to offer a defined benefit pension to law enforcement officers in Alaska as a “critical need.”

Closing the Plans Made Them More “Mature,” Thereby Increasing Costs

Meanwhile, as new teachers and public employees have joined the defined contribution plan over the past thirteen years, the balance between active and retired employees in the closed defined benefit plans has worsened. As of June 30, 2017, there were 14,719 active members in the PERS DB plan, compared to 34,347 retired members. In TRS, the equivalent numbers were 4,772 active members to 12,983 retired members. This imbalance between active and retired members—along with the resulting shorter investment time horizon and negative cash flow associated with closing a plan and spending down assets—will force the plan to either adopt more conservative investments or take on more risk, because eventually it will no longer be managing a plan with very long investment time horizons. More conservative investments mean a lower assumed rate of return on plan assets, which typically increases costs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DB Plan</th>
<th>DC Plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,719 Active Members</td>
<td>34,347 Retired Members</td>
<td>19,171 Active Members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,772 Active Members</td>
<td>12,983 Retired Members</td>
<td>4,694 Active Members</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Plus 14 disabillites and beneficiaries
If the defined benefit plans had remained open, the balance between active and retired members would be much better. If all the active members of the PERS DC plan were in the PERS DB plan, the balance between active and retired members would be 1:1. Under the same circumstances for TRS, the balance would be 2:3 rather than the current 1:3.13

The Employees in the Defined Contribution Plans Are Likely to Experience Greater Financial Insecurity in Retirement

Teachers and some public employees in Alaska do not participate in Social Security. In the PERS defined benefit plan, the average annual pension benefit is $21,398; for peace officers and firefighters it is $35,629.14 In the TRS defined benefit plan, the average annual benefit is $35,084.15 These are modest benefits for retirees in a high cost of living state, many of whom will not receive Social Security benefits.

Many of the employees participating in the defined contribution plan will not have a guaranteed monthly income in retirement. This places those employees in a particularly precarious financial situation. Without Social Security to rely on, it is critically important that these workers maintain their account balances and find a reasonable and efficient way to spend down their assets in retirement.

The state of Alaska does not report annual account balances for participants in the defined contribution plans; however, by looking at the comprehensive annual financial reports, we calculated that the average account balance for a participant in the PERS DC plan is about $50,660.16 There is a lot this number does not tell us. It could very well be the case that a small number of high earners are distorting the average account balance number. A median account balance number, if it were available, would go a long way toward better assessing the retirement readiness of these workers. Also, the value of the account balance varies significantly depending on the individual’s age. For example, $50,000 at age 25 would be a great start toward saving for retirement, but at age 60, that amount would provide only a small amount of lifetime income.

One way to think about the challenges facing public employees and teachers in the defined contribution plan is to do a projection of future account balances and what pay replacement ratio that could generate. This study calculates that for an Alaska teacher who begins teaching at age 25 and retires at age 60, the defined contribution plan would generate a pay replacement ratio of 39 percent of final pay using the four percent rule to convert to annual lifetime income. This compares to 76 percent of final pay for the pension plan. After factoring in projected health care costs for a couple, the pay replacement ratio drops to 23 percent.17 For workers who earn less during their career, the pay replacement after taking health care costs into account are worse because health care costs are not a function of income.

The career teacher in the example above has the highest projected pay replacement ratio. For teachers with shorter careers or for education support professionals, who typically earn lower salaries than teachers, their projected pay replacement ratios are even lower and may be insufficient to cover projected health costs in retirement. The above projections also assume steady returns of six percent per year, and that there is no major downturn in the financial markets that wipes out a quarter of the value of the account (as happened to many in 2007-2008). It also assumes that the retired teacher draws down their resources according to the four percent rule, which is a rough rule of thumb for converting savings into retirement income.

One challenge Alaska is already experiencing is teachers and public employees in the defined contribution plan taking their money and leaving the state as soon as they vest after five years. According to the Alaska Retirement Management Board, the third quarter of fiscal year 2019, 1302 PERS DC employees and 236 TRS DC employees have taken full disbursements from the funds.18 This represents 70 percent and 77 percent, respectively, of total full disbursements for those two plans.19

In the years since closing its pension plans, Alaska has been on a rollercoaster. It has experienced a yo-yo effect of underpaying and then dramatically overpaying its ADEC. It made a massive one-time contribution to the pension plans to improve the funded status. What has it gotten from that? An unfunded liability that has grown since 2005 and very serious recruitment and retention challenges. In fact, even groups that often advocate for closing traditional defined benefit plans for public sector workers, such as the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC)20 and Bellwether Education Partners,21 have put Alaska at the top of various lists depicting states facing the most dire financial circumstances on retirement.

For all the money the state has spent, it finds itself in a worse financial position than it was in thirteen years ago. This does not even consider where the state will be in the future once teachers and public employees in the defined contribution plan without Social Security begin to retire. As of June 30, 2017, only 10 employees had retired from the two defined contribution plans. As the number of these retirees increases significantly in the years ahead, the state is likely to face increasing challenges caring for a retired population ill prepared for retirement.

Perhaps it is time that Alaska consider reopening the defined benefit plan to active employees, as the state of West Virginia did in 2005, after 14 unsuccessful years in a defined contribution plan. Such a move would create greater financial security for Alaska’s public sector workers, would help the state recruit and retain a quality workforce, and would likely help TRS and PERS dig out from their chronic underfunding.
### Figure 2. Alaska PERS Employer & State Contribution and Funded Status

[Graph showing the trends of Employer & State Contribution and Funded Status over years, with notes indicating funded status reflects pension benefits only, not post-employment healthcare.]

### Figure 3. Alaska TRS Employer & State Contribution and Funded Status

[Graph showing the trends of Employer & State Contribution and Funded Status over years, with notes indicating funded status reflects pension benefits only, not post-employment healthcare.]
CASE STUDY: SWITCH TO CASH BALANCE PLAN DID NOT ADDRESS THE TRUE CAUSE OF SEVERE UNDERFUNDING IN KENTUCKY PENSION PLAN

In March 2013, the Kentucky General Assembly passed Senate Bill 2, which established a new tier of benefits for plans in the Kentucky Retirement Systems (KRS). Public employees hired since January 1, 2014 participate in a cash balance hybrid plan instead of the defined benefit pension plan that public employees used to join. The move to a cash balance hybrid plan was sold as part of an overall push to improve the funding of KRS. Instead, as has been the case in other states that changed plan design, the switch did little to improve the funding level of KRS. The adoption of the cash balance hybrid plan was a distraction from the real issue in a state that has a history of underfunding its pension plans.

KRS consists of five different pension plans: Kentucky Employees Retirement System (KERS) Non-Hazardous; KERS Hazardous; County Employees Retirement System (CERS) Non-Hazardous; CERS Hazardous; and the State Police Retirement System (SPRS). While they all fall under the umbrella of KRS, each of these plans serves different groups of public employees. All of these plans suffer from low funding levels, but this case study will focus on KERS Non-Hazardous (KERS NH), as it has been an even more exceptionally underfunded plan.

**Funding was Already an Issue Before New Tier was Created**

On June 30, 2013, just a few months after SB 2 passed, KERS NH had a funded ratio of 23.15 percent. It is no wonder, then, that the General Assembly was concerned about the funded status of the plan. But the cause of the underfunding was hardly a mystery. From fiscal year 2006 through fiscal year 2014, KERS NH employers contributed roughly half or less of the actuarially determined employer contribution (ADEC). This chronic underfunding, coupled with the crippling effects of the financial crisis, gutted the funded status of KERS NH.

---

**Figure 4. ADEC Contributions to KERS NH**

![Graph showing ADEC Contributions to KERS NH from 2006 to 2018](image-url)
The funded status of KERS NH has dropped every year for at least the past fifteen years. In fiscal year 2004, KERS NH was funded at 85.1 percent. By fiscal year 2018, the funded status was down to 12.88 percent.

While all KRS plans have seen a drastic decline in funding since the early 2000s, KERS NH has always had an even lower funded status than the other plans in KRS for all years in which data is available. In fiscal year 2004, KERS Hazardous was funded at 98.4 percent; CERS Non-Hazardous at 105.1 percent; CERS Hazardous at 88.8 percent; and SPRS at 88 percent. By fiscal year 2018, these four plans had also seen their funded status drop: KERS H to 55.5 percent; CERS NH to 52.7 percent; CERS H to 48.4 percent; and SPRS to 27.1 percent. A large part of the reason why these plans have maintained a higher funded status than KERS NH is that their employer contributions have been more consistent, although SPRS has also experienced deep underfunding by the state.

Figure 5. Funded Status of KRS Plans
Unfunded Liability Has Continued to Rise

As the funded status has declined, the unfunded liability has increased dramatically. In 2011, the unfunded liability in KERS NH was $7.5 billion. By 2018, that number had nearly doubled to $13.7 billion.28 Interestingly, the actuarial accrued liability had only increased modestly over that time period, until the plan began to change assumptions in 2014. The significant increase in the accrued liability as of 2018 is due almost entirely to the decision by the KRS board to lower its discount rate (the assumed rate of return on investments) quite drastically over four years. The discount rate for KERS NH was reduced from 7.75 percent in 2014 to 7.5 percent in 2015, to 6.75 percent in 2016, and to 5.25 percent in 2017.29 Given the way actuarial liabilities are calculated, lowering the discount rate will always increase a plan’s liability. The reason for this change is that the plan adopted a more conservative investment strategy that recognized the need to reduce volatility and prioritize solvency given the funding levels.30 (KRS does not use a discount rate this low for its three plans that are better funded.)

One of the main drivers of the increasing unfunded liability since 2011 has been a significant drop in the value of plan assets. KERS NH has been cash flow negative in six of the seven years from 2012 through 2018, meaning that the amount of benefits paid out each year has exceeded the amount of contributions made by members and employers.31 An extremely low funded status coupled with a negative cash flow means that even a year of good investment returns will do little to improve the funded status of the plan. Negative cash flow, in and of itself, is not necessarily a problem. A well-funded plan can recover from a market crash more quickly when investment returns rebound because the plan has more money (relative to liabilities) to invest. However, KERS NH is not in this situation. The combination of a large negative cash flow and poor funding makes this a particular problem for a plan already struggling with solvency concerns.

It would be misleading to blame the underfunding on investment returns, however. As the financial markets recovered unevenly from the financial crisis, KRS and its plans experienced strong years as well as some years that fell short of expectations. KRS achieved investment returns of 15.55 percent for the year ending on June 30, 2014, but just two years later, the plan had a negative return of -0.52 percent and actually lost money through its investments.32 Despite these ups and downs, the system has still managed to achieve investment returns at or above its assumed rate of return over the five year period ending on June 30, 2018.33 Since the plan’s inception, it has achieved returns above its assumed rate of return. However, with relatively few assets in the plan, investment returns can only go so far.

Changing Benefits for Future Hires Did Not Address Funding Issues

When the Kentucky General Assembly was debating and passing SB 2 in the spring of 2013, it had already received the comprehensive annual financial report for KRS for the year ending June 30, 2012. That report showed that KERS NH had 100 percent of accumulated active member contributions, but only 25.4 percent of assets needed to cover the benefits owed to current retired members and beneficiaries.34 And, there was no money for the employer share of costs for the current workforce. In short, there were large legacy costs that required funding. This is why switching future hires to a cash balance plan did little to improve the plan’s solvency challenges. In fact, future hires’ benefits, which garnered so much of the attention throughout the legislative process that produced the cash balance plan, would not meaningfully impact the plan’s benefit payments for decades.

Like most new tiers adopted in recent years, the cash balance plan reduced the employer contribution to future hires’ benefits. However, at this point, the legacy cost problem that existed in 2013 continues to be a much bigger part of the story than the cost of benefits in the new tier. As of June 30, 2018, members participating in the cash balance plan represent about one-third of active members in KERS NH, while the future benefits owed to all current workers only account for 24 percent of the plan’s overall liabilities.35

As an alternative strategy, the state might have been better served by incentivizing those near retirement to work a few additional years and to delay benefit payments from a solvency-challenged system, instead of focusing on policies that would take decades to impact plan cash flows.

KRS reported in its 2018 Summary Annual Financial Report that its normal cost rate (the cost of currently accruing benefits) for employees in the KERS NH cash balance plan was only 2.5 percent.36 This may represent a meaningful future cost reduction for the state, but it comes at the cost of a less secure retirement benefit for employees.

The benefit earned through the cash balance plan is less secure than the benefit through the pension plan in several ways. The accumulated account balance in the cash balance plan is based upon four factors:

- An employer pay credit worth four percent of an employee’s compensation,
- An employee contribution worth five percent of that employee’s compensation,
- A base interest credit that represents a four percent interest rate, and an
- “Upside Sharing Interest” that is determined by a formula based on 75 percent of the plan’s five year geometric investment return.
The Upside Sharing Interest is a variable benefit that changes from year to year. The cash balance hybrid plan also provides for a fixed life annuity at retirement based upon actuarial factors, but the plan itself notes that these actuarial factors could change in the future, making the annuity far less generous. Unlike the defined benefit pension plan, where benefits are determined by an established formula, participants in the cash balance hybrid plan can have little certainty what their benefit will be at retirement. Also, the benefit is likely to be far lower than what the traditional designs used to provide, particularly for people hired mid-career that have not saved a lot before joining the system.

The State has Begun Contributing Full Amount in Recent Years

The real accomplishment of SB 2 was requiring full payment of the ADEC beginning in 2015. So far, Kentucky has stuck to this commitment and has been contributing the full ADEC each year since. If this funding commitment continues, KRS should expect to see improved funding in the future. By this point, though, the plan is so severely underfunded that the newfound commitment to sound funding could not prevent the plan from struggling with solvency concerns, which has forced the plan to adopt less efficient investment strategies out of caution.

As KRS' funded status has continued to decline in the six years since SB 2 was passed, the General Assembly has tried to pass legislation to further reduce benefits for active employees, and establish yet another tier of lower benefits that would be a pure defined contribution plan. However, as this case study has explained, reducing benefits for active employees did virtually nothing to improve the funded status of KRS. Thus, it would be imprudent to double down on the same strategy again - especially since it comes at the expense of financial security for workers.

With an employer cost of only 2.5 percent of pay for workers in the KERS NH cash balance plan, further reductions in benefits could eliminate any state contribution or even require those in the cash balance plan to contribute toward paying off the state's legacy costs (if the employee's contribution eventually exceeds the value of their benefit).

Any future improvement in the funded status of KERS NH depends upon the state continuing to meet its commitment to fully fund the ADEC each year. Should the state return to its former practice of underfunding the ADEC, then the plan could face a true solvency crisis.

The recent history of the Kentucky Employees Retirement System Non-Hazardous plan offers a number of important lessons about how (and how not) to manage a pension plan.
APPENDIX ONE: AN UPDATE ON THE MICHIGAN STATE EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT SYSTEM

The Michigan State Employees’ Retirement System (SERS) pension plan has been closed for more than 22 years. All new hires since March 31, 1997 participate in a defined contribution plan rather than the SERS pension plan. However, there are still thousands of participating, active employees in the closed pension plan and tens of thousands of retirees collecting benefits from the plan. The closure of the defined benefit plan in Michigan SERS illustrates the long-term effects of closing a pension plan.

When the SERS defined benefit plan closed in 1997, the plan was actually overfunded with 109 percent of assets available to cover all liabilities ($734 million in excess assets, to be exact). As of September 30, 2017, the plan was 66.5 percent funded and had an unfunded liability of $6 billion. As the unfunded liability has grown, the assets available to cover the actuarial accrued liability (AAL) for retirees and beneficiaries has declined. SERS only had 82.5 percent of AAL covered by assets for retirees and beneficiaries in 2017. This is a decline from 100 percent covered as recently as 2010.
The balance between active and retired members has shifted dramatically in the two decades since the plan has been closed. In 1997, there were 55,434 active members and 36,123 retirees and beneficiaries, or 1.5 active workers for each retiree. By 2018, there were 9,473 active members compared to 60,010 retirees & beneficiaries. This means there are now more than six retirees for every active worker - which can present challenges in managing a pension plan.

In 1997, the actuarially determined employer contribution (ADEC) was about $230 million. By 2018, the required contribution had grown to $627 million. The state of Michigan has been contributing nearly the full ADEC amount in recent years. Over the past ten years, the state has contributed 99.6 percent of the ADEC on average. While this commitment to full funding should be lauded, the worsening plan demographics mean costs will remain high for the state and taxpayers. The state also contributed another $196 million to the State of Michigan Defined Contribution 401(k) and 457 plans, along with employee contributions of $227 million.

There are currently 52,778 state of Michigan active employees participating in the 401(k) plan. The state of Michigan does not include account balances for participants in the 401(k) plan in its annual financial report. Using data from the "State of Michigan 401(k) Plan Financial Report", NIRS calculated an average account balance of $87,433 per participant. Following the four percent rule, this balance would generate annual lifetime income of approximately $3,500 per year, or less than $300 per month. This compares to an average monthly benefit of $1,859 under the closed pension plan.

More than 20 years after closing the SERS pension plan, the state of Michigan has seen the unfunded liabilities in the plan increase. Meanwhile, the financial security of its public employees is at risk, as the defined contribution plan that replaced the SERS pension plan will provide far less income in retirement. Perhaps it is time that Michigan consider reopening the pension to active employees, as the state of West Virginia did in 2005, after 14 unsuccessful years in a defined contribution plan. Such a move would create greater financial security for Michigan's public sector workers and would likely help the SERS pension plan get back to full funding.
APPENDIX TWO: AN UPDATE ON THE WEST VIRGINIA TEACHERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM

In 1991, West Virginia closed the Teachers' Retirement System (TRS), a defined benefit pension plan. In its place, new teachers began participating in a defined contribution plan. By the early 2000s, the state began studying the impact of this switch. The state found that if it returned to the defined benefit plan, it could provide equivalent benefits at half the cost of the defined contribution plan.\(^48\) The state reopened the pension plan to new hires in 2005. Three years later, the state allowed teachers in the defined contribution plan to switch to the reopened pension plan; more than 78 percent did.\(^49\)

When West Virginia reopened the pension plan in 2005, the funded status of the plan was just 25 percent.\(^50\) The state has made steady and noticeable progress improving the funded status in the years since. After reopening the plan, the state made sizeable contributions to the plan in 2006 and 2007 in addition to its regular contributions. By 2008, the plan had already improved its funded status to 50 percent.\(^51\) In 2018, the plan was 70 percent funded.\(^52\)

Figure 8. West Virginia TRS Funded Status

West Virginia TRS offers a contrasting lesson to the states that closed their pension plans and have left them closed. Aside from a small dip during the financial crisis, West Virginia has been steadily reducing the unfunded liability in TRS each year. The unfunded liability has decreased from $4.1 billion on July 1, 2008 (just before the effects of the recession began) to $3.5 billion on July 1, 2017.\(^53\) During this ten year period, the actuarial accrued liability has increased \--because new members are joining the plan and earning benefits\-- but the unfunded liability has decreased because the value of assets has increased at a faster rate than the accrued liability. The state has also contributed more than the actuarially determined employer contribution (ADEC) each year during this period.\(^54\)

West Virginia TRS clearly demonstrates the importance of a sound funding policy. When evidence showed that the defined contribution plan was not working, the state followed the data and reopened the pension plan rather than pushing ahead with the defined contribution plan. Importantly, West Virginia committed to full funding after reopening the plan. That commitment, combined with the contributions of new members and positive investment returns, have allowed the plan to slash its unfunded liability.
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The Connecticut State Employees Retirement System (SERS) provides benefits to qualified state employees.

The SERS Pension Works for Connecticut Stakeholders

Defined benefit (DB) pensions help recruit and retain effective and experienced public employees, which is essential to delivering high quality service to citizens.

The spending by retired public employees from pension checks supports jobs, greater tax revenues and economic growth in our communities.

Pensions offer employees the best path to retirement security. They are cost-effective and provide modest lifetime income that will not run out.

Taxpayers Only Pay a Small Part of Pension Costs

The funding of public employee pensions is shared by employees and employers. New regular SERS employees contribute 3.5% of their pay into the fund. Over time, investment income earned by the fund does most of the work. In fact, between 1993 and 2014, taxpayers paid 38.4% of the cost of benefits.

Pensions Cost Half as Much as a 401(k) Plan

Pensions can provide the same benefit as a 401(k) retirement account at about half the cost because of the following key factors:

- 10% cost savings from pooling longevity risk
- 11% cost savings from optimal asset allocation
- 27% cost savings due to higher returns and lower fees

Total cost savings = 48%
**Connecticut SERS serves 50,019 active employees and 48,191 retired members and survivor beneficiaries.**

**New regular employees contribute 3.5% to SERS.**

**Employers contribute 10.9% to 11.4% to the fund for employees.**

**The average monthly retirement benefit for members is $3,002.**

**After a 30-year career, SERS will replace 40% of final average salary below the breakpoint.**

### Historical SERS Funding Experience

Connecticut established long-term funding policies to provide for the cost of public pension benefits. The employee contribution is set by law and the actuary calculates the employers' contributions each year. As of the end of its 2016 year, SERS had $11.9 billion in assets in the fund.

The Actuarially Determined Contribution (ADC) is the amount needed to fund benefits earned in the year and to pay down the plans' unfunded actuarial accrued liability. Paying the full ADC each year is important to ensure that the fund becomes financially sound over time.

### Connecticut Made Plan Changes to SERS in Recent Years

Following the global stock market crash in 2008-2009, Connecticut policymakers through changes in the collective bargaining agreement changed to SERS to ensure long-term sustainability. These included:

- Increasing the normal retirement age and setting a higher reduction for early retirement.
- Reducing the minimum cost of living adjustment (COLA) for current and new employees.
- Increasing the vesting period to 10 years and lowering benefits with a longer final salary periods for new employees.
- Creating a new combined plan with a DB pension and a DC account after 2017.

### The Economic Impact of Connecticut Pensions:

- **$5.4 billion** in economic output generated by retirees’ spending from public pensions in Connecticut.
- **33,792 jobs** paying $1.9 billion in wages supported by retirees spending from public pensions in Connecticut.
- **$1.3 billion** in federal, state, and local tax revenues generated by retiree benefits and spending in Connecticut.

All data come from Connecticut, Public Plans Data, or the National Institute on Retirement Security.

*AARP in the States | Snapshot: Connecticut State Employees Retirement System*
The Connecticut State Employees Retirement System (SERS) provides a defined benefit (DB) pension for public employees. It offers a modest but stable monthly income over a retiree’s life. DB pensions help to recruit and retain experienced employees to better serve taxpayers. DB pension payments also support the state’s economy.

Key facts about the plan and its benefits:

- **50,019**
  Total active members of the Connecticut State Employees Retirement System.

- **40%**
  After a 30-year career, SERS will replace 40% of an employee’s pre-retirement income.

- **$3,002**
  Typical pension benefit paid to retired SERS members each month.

Pensions are a good deal for taxpayers:
Funding of public employee pensions is shared by employees and employers. New SERS employees contribute 3.5% of their pay into the fund. Over time, investment income earned by the fund does most of the work. In fact, between 1993 and 2014, taxpayers (employer contributions) paid 38.4% of the cost of pension benefits.

- **38.4%**
  Employer Contributions

- **50.0%**
  Investment Earnings

- **11.6%**
  Employee Contributions

The spending from the pension checks of the 48,191 retired public employees helps support:

- **$5.4 billion**
  in economic output in Connecticut.

- **33,792 jobs**
  paying those workers in Connecticut $1.9 billion in income.

- **$1.3 billion**
  in federal, state, and local tax revenues based on benefits and spending in Connecticut.

Pension benefits are a good deal for the economy too:
Each dollar “invested” by Connecticut taxpayers (employers) in these plans supported $3.41 in total economic activity in the state.

- **$1.00**
  → **$3.41**

All data come from Connecticut, Public Plans Data, or the National Institute on Retirement Security.
The Connecticut State Teachers' Retirement System (TRS) is a component of Teacher's Retirement Board of Connecticut. It provides benefits to qualified public school educators, who are not covered by Social Security.

**The TRS Pension Works for Connecticut Stakeholders**

- **Effective teachers are the cornerstone of education quality, but teachers are underpaid. Pensions help schools keep teachers and compensate for low pay.**
- **Retaining experienced midcareer teachers boosts student performance. Pensions help keep effective midcareer teachers in the classroom, increasing education quality.**
- **Pensions offer teachers the best path to retirement security. They are cost-effective and provide modest lifetime income that will not run out.**

**Taxpayers Only Pay a Small Part of Pension Costs**

The funding of public employee pensions is shared by employees and employers. New TRS employees contribute 6% of their pay into the fund. Over time, investment income earned by the fund does most of the work. In fact, between 1993 and 2014, taxpayers paid 38.4% of the cost of benefits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Funds</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employer Contributions</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Contributions</td>
<td>38.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Earnings</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pensions Cost Half as Much as a 401(k) Plan**

Pensions can provide the same benefit as a 401(k) retirement account at about half the cost because of the following key factors:

- **10%** cost savings from pooling longevity risk
- **11%** cost savings from optimal asset allocation
- **27%** cost savings due to higher returns and lower fees

**48%** total cost savings
Connecticut TRS serves 50,877 active employees and 36,065 retired members and survivor beneficiaries.

New employees contribute 6% to TRS.

Employers contribute 29.4% to the fund for employees.

The average monthly retirement benefit for members is $4,233.

After a 30-year career, TRS will replace 60% of final average salary.

**Historical TRS Funding Experience**

Connecticut established long-term funding policies to provide for the cost of public pension benefits. The employee contribution is set by law and the actuary calculates the employers’ contributions each year. As of the end of its 2016 year, TRS had $16.7 billion in assets in the fund.

The Actuarially Determined Contribution (ADC) is the amount needed to fund benefits earned in the year and to pay down the plans’ unfunded actuarial accrued liability. Paying the full ADC each year is important to ensure that the fund becomes financially sound over time.

**Connecticut Made Plan Changes to TRS in Recent Years**

Following the global stock market crash in 2008-2009, Connecticut policymakers proactively made changes to the Connecticut State Teachers’ Retirement System to ensure long-term sustainability. These included:

- The collective bargaining agreement increased the normal retirement age and set a higher reduction for early retirement, while also reducing the minimum cost of living adjustment (COLA) for current and new employees.
- New employees must work for 10 years in order to be vested and they will have lower benefits because of longer final salary periods.

**The Economic Impact of Connecticut Pensions:**

- **$5.4 billion** in economic output generated by retirees’ spending from public pensions in Connecticut.
- **33,792 jobs** paying $1.9 billion in wages supported by retirees spending from public pensions in Connecticut.
- **$1.3 billion** in federal, state, and local tax revenues generated by retiree benefits and spending in Connecticut.

All data come from Connecticut, Public Plans Data, or the National Institute on Retirement Security.
BY THE NUMBERS: Connecticut State Teachers’ Retirement System

The Connecticut State Teachers’ Retirement System (TRS) provides a defined benefit (DB) pension for teachers who do not participate in Social Security. It offers a modest but stable monthly income over a retiree's life. DB pensions help to recruit and retain experienced teachers, who provide quality education for our children. DB pension payments also support the state's economy.

Key facts about the plan and its benefits:

❖ 50,877
Total active members of the Connecticut State Teachers' Retirement System.

❖ 60%
After a 30-year career, TRS will replace 60% of an employee's pre-retirement income – and no Social Security benefits.

❖ $4,233
Typical pension benefit paid to retired TRS members each month.

Pensions are a good deal for taxpayers:
Funding of teacher pensions is shared by employees and employers. New TRS employees contribute 6% of their pay into the fund. Over time, investment income earned by the fund does most of the work. In fact, between 1993 and 2014, taxpayers (employer contributions) paid 38.4% of the cost of pension benefits.

38.4%
Employer Contributions

50.0%
Investment Earnings

11.6%
Employee Contributions

The spending from the pension checks of the 36,065 retired public employees helps support:

❖ $5.4 billion
in economic output in Connecticut.

❖ 33,792 jobs
paying those workers in Connecticut $1.9 billion in income.

❖ $1.3 billion
in federal, state, and local tax revenues based on benefits and spending in Connecticut.

Pension benefits are a good deal for the economy too:
Each dollar "invested" by Connecticut taxpayers (employers) in these plans supported $3.41 in total economic activity in the state.

$1.00 ➔ $3.41

All data come from Connecticut, Public Plans Data, or the National Institute on Retirement Security.
Pensions Help Deliver Quality Education in Connecticut

Defined benefit (DB) pensions play a fundamental role in retaining high-quality, experienced teachers in the classroom. These effective, experienced teachers are the most important school-based element that provides quality educational outcomes for our children.

A wide body of academic research on teacher productivity finds that teachers become more effective with experience. These studies demonstrate that experienced teachers have students who achieve at higher levels. In contrast, when experienced, mid-career teachers are replaced by inexperienced teachers, other studies show productivity drops across the school.

DB pensions give schools an effective tool to retain experienced teachers. These benefits provide teachers an incentive to continue delivering quality education to K-12 students. This incentive becomes all the more important over a teaching career as the erosion of teachers' wages, when compared to the wages of similar college educated workers, widens for more experienced teachers.

There are important policy reasons to continue offering teachers DB pensions. Because pensions help attract and retain workers, Connecticut can keep teachers in the classrooms and empower students to achieve their highest potential.

Pensions Help to Bridge the Teacher Wage Gap

A national study of K-12 public school teachers' wages identified a 17 percent pay gap relative to comparable private sector workers in 2015. At the same time, teachers' benefits, including pensions, help bridge that gap and allow states to attract and retain highly qualified educators by reducing that overall gap in compensation to 11 percent. In Connecticut, teachers experience a 18% wage gap when compared to other college graduates in the workforce.

17% teacher wage gap offset by 6% teacher benefit advantage reduces the teacher compensation gap to 11%

Americans understand that teacher pensions play an important role in retaining quality teachers and in offsetting the impact of their lower salaries.

92% 92 percent of Americans say pensions are a good way to recruit and retain qualified teachers.

81% 81 percent of Americans agree that teachers deserve pensions to compensate for lower pay.
Pensions Reduce Teacher Turnover and Save Money

Experienced teachers are better teachers. DB pensions help to retain highly productive teachers longer, as compared with individual defined contribution (DC) accounts. Moreover, the cost of teacher turnover is quite high, both in terms of financial cost and loss of productivity to the school district.4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5.3%</th>
<th>347</th>
<th>$1.5B to $3.3B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Connecticut teachers who leave education.</td>
<td>The number of Connecticut teachers retained each year due to the DB pension.</td>
<td>The DB system savings in teacher turnover costs in school districts across Connecticut.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Connecticut TRS serves 50,877 active employees and 36,065 retired members and survivor beneficiaries.

New employees contribute 6% to the fund.

Employers contribute 29.4% to the fund.

The average monthly retirement benefit for members is $4,233.

TRS has $16.7 billion in actuarial value of assets and $13.1 billion in unfunded actuarial accrued liability.5

The Economic Impact of Connecticut Pensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$5.4 billion</th>
<th>33,792 jobs</th>
<th>$1.3 billion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in economic output generated by retirees' spending from public pensions in Connecticut.</td>
<td>paying $1.9 billion in wages supported by retirees spending from public pensions in Connecticut.</td>
<td>in federal, state, and local tax revenues generated by retiree benefits and spending in Connecticut.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 All data, unless otherwise noted, as of fiscal year ended 2016.
This brief on Connecticut is part of a series of state reports that compare pension obligation to subsidy spending for FY 2018.

The measure chosen for pension obligation is the employer normal cost, which is the portion of the total normal cost (i.e. present value of future benefits allocated to a particular fiscal year) that is attributable to employers. The employer normal cost is obtained from annual financial statements and actuarial valuation reports — either extracted directly or calculated by: 1) multiplying covered payroll by the employer normal rate; or 2) subtracting the employee share from the total normal cost; or 3) subtracting legacy costs (i.e. annual payment needed to amortize the unfunded actuarial accrued liabilities) from actuarily determined employer contribution.

The cost of economic development incentive programs was obtained from annual reports from economic development agencies, state tax expenditure reports, and GASB Statement No. 77 Tax Abatement Disclosures in annual financial reports. We also consider corporate tax dodging via offshore tax havens as reported by U.S. PIRG in 2016 (latest available data and likely a good approximation for 2018 data).

**2018 Connecticut Public Employee Pension Obligations:** $449,822,008  
**2018 Cost of Connecticut Subsidies and Corporate Tax Breaks:** $564,084,528

Connecticut Retirement Systems serve state employees, municipal employees, judges and magistrates, probate judges and employees, policemen, and firemen. The employer normal cost valued for 2018 is $449.8 million [1]. This is on top of a very large unfunded liability that is threatening the current pension system.

Funding pensions can be even more challenging when tax dollars go to subsidizing private firms, businesses, and developers. Connecticut has a long history of using incentives offensively and defensively with neighboring states, especially New York, despite the fact that the two states are part of the Northeast multi-state labor market in which many commuters cross state lines every day (also including; New Jersey, Rhode Island and Massachusetts).
In 2018, Connecticut spent $303.3 million on economic development incentive programs and lost another $260.8 million to corporate tax dodging via offshore tax havens. Among the economic development incentive programs, Connecticut’s Department of Economic Community Development offered various grants worth approximately $50 million. Nine tax-based incentive agreements are reported under GASB Statement No. 77 on Tax Abatement Disclosures totaling $202.1 million in foregone tax revenue. The film industry received the largest share – over $80.2 million in subsidies. There do not appear to be passive state losses attributable to local programs: Approximately 25 percent of Connecticut cities and towns reported tax abatements; none mentioned state reimbursement.

In an attempt to make companies more accountable, Connecticut is switching from paid-up-front grants to a performance-based, or back-loaded, model. However, for every job created, companies will be allowed to keep a percentage of the incremental personal income tax. In other words, new hires at these subsidized firms will be “paying taxes to their boss” instead of to the state (a policy Good Jobs First strongly advises against).

### Subsidy Program Costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Development Subsidies and Corporate Tax Breaks</th>
<th>Subsidy Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Film, Television, and Digital Media Tax Program [2]</td>
<td>$80,197,846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic Preservation and Rehabilitation Programs [2]</td>
<td>$48,110,749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance Reinvestment Tax Credit [3]</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film Infrastructure Tax Credit [3]</td>
<td>$13,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Animation Production [3]</td>
<td>$11,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel Investor Tax Credit [3]</td>
<td>$3,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Data Processing Equipment Property Tax Credit [5]</td>
<td>$25,100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various DECD direct financial assistance programs (grants only) [4]</td>
<td>$47,987,179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate tax dodging via offshore havens [6]</td>
<td>$260,786,224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$564,084,528</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Source Documents

(Accessed December 17, 2019)

[1] 16-17 Valuation Reports for state employees, judges, probates, municipal employees, policemen and firemen:
https://www.osc.ct.gov/rbsd/reports/CT%20SERS%202017%20Roll%20Forward%20Valuation%20Report_FINAL%20(2).pdf
https://www.osc.ct.gov/rbsd/reports/CT%20PJERS%2012-31-2017%20Valuation%20-%20FINAL.PDF
https://www.osc.ct.gov/rbsd/reports/CT%20JFSMCCRS%202017%20Roll%20Forward%20Valuation%20Report_FINAL.pdf


Schedule F – Summary of Main System Provisions

AS INTERPRETED FOR VALUATION PURPOSES

The Connecticut State Employees Retirement System (CT SERS) is a defined benefit pension plan established by the Connecticut General Assembly for the purpose of providing retirement allowances and other benefits for State employees in Connecticut, and their survivors and other beneficiaries.

Eligibility Requirements

Tier I
All State Employees, Elected Officials and their Appointees hired prior to July 1, 1984. Those employees hired between July 1, 1982 and January 1, 1984 could elect to move to Tier II.

Tier II
All State Employees, Elected Officials and their Appointees hired on or after July 1, 1984.

Tier IIA
All State Employees, Elected Officials and their Appointees hired on or after July 1, 1997.

Tier III
All State Employees, Elected Officials and their Appointees hired on or after July 1, 2011.

Tier IV
All State Employees, Elected Officials and their Appointees hired on or after July 1, 2017.

Final Average Earnings (FAE)

Tier I, II, and IIA
Average Salary of the three highest paid years of service. Effective January 1, 1986, no one year’s earnings can be greater than 130% of the average of the two preceding years in calculating the Final Average Earnings.

Tier III and IV
Average Salary of the five highest paid years of service. No one year’s earnings can be greater than 130% of the average of the two preceding years in calculating the Final Average Earnings.

Normal Retirement Benefit

Eligibility
Tier I Hazardous – 20 years of credited service.

Tier I Plans B and C – Earliest of age 55 with 25 years of service, age 60 with 10 years of service, or age 70 with 5 years of service.

Tier II Hazardous – 20 years of credited service.
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Tier II and IIA – For those who will be eligible for retirement on or before July 1, 2022, the earliest of age 62 with 10 years of vesting service (effective July 1, 1992), age 60 with 25 years of vesting service, age 70 with 5 years of vesting service, or age 62 with 5 years of actual state service for terminations on or after July 1, 1997.

For those who will not be eligible for retirement on or before July 1, 2022, the earliest of age 65 with 10 years of vesting service, age 63 with 25 years of vesting service, age 70 with 5 years of vesting service.

Tier III Hazardous – Earlier of Age 50 and 20 years of benefit service or 25 years of benefit service.

Tier III and IV – Age 63 and 25 years of benefit service or Age 65 and 10 years of benefit service.

Tier IV Hazardous – 25 years of benefit service.

Benefit

Tier I Hazardous – 50% of FAE plus 2% for each year of service in excess of 20.

Tier I Plan B – 2% of FAE times years of service up to age 65. Thereafter, 1% of FAE up to $4,800, plus 2% of FAE in excess of $4,800 times years of service. At age 70, greater of 1.25% of FAE up to $4,800 plus 2.5% of FAE in excess of $4,800 times years of service (maximum 20 years) or 1.0% of FAE up to $4,800 plus 2% of FAE in excess of $4,800 times year of service. Minimum benefit with 25 years is $833.34 per month.

Tier I Plan C – 2% of FAE times years of service. At age 70, greater of 2.5% of FAE times years of service (maximum 20 years) or 2.0% of FAE times years of service. Minimum benefit with 25 years is $833.34 per month.

Tier II IIA, III and IV Hazardous – 2.5% of FAE times years of service up to 20 years plus 2.0% of FAE times years of service in excess of 20 years, if any. Minimum benefit with 25 years is $360 per month.

Tier II, IIA and III All Others – 1.40% of FAE plus 0.433% of FAE in excess of year’s breakpoint*, times years of service from October 1, 1982 up to 35 years plus 1.625% of FAE times years of service in excess of 35 years, if any. Minimum benefit with 25 years if $360 per month.

* $10,700 increased by 6% each year after 1982, rounded to nearest $100 but not greater than Social Security Covered Compensation.
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Tier IV All Others – 1.30% of FAE times years of service. Minimum benefit with 25 years if $360 per month.

Early Retirement Benefit

Eligibility

Hazardous – None.

Tier I – Age 55 with 10 years of service.

Tier II and IIA – Age 55 with 10 years of service.

Tier III and IV – Age 58 with 10 years of service.

Benefit

Tier I – Benefit is Normal Retirement Benefit reduced for retirement prior to age 60 with less than 25 years of service.

Tier II, IIA, III and IV – Benefit is Normal Retirement Benefit reduced 0.25% (effective July 1, 1991) for each month prior to age 60 if at least 25 years of service or age 62 if at least 10 but less than 25 years of service.

For those who retire on or after October 2, 2011 but prior to meeting the age and service requirements for a normal retirement, will be subject to a benefit reduced by 0.50% for each month prior to Normal Retirement.

Disability Retirement Benefit

Tier I

For non-service disabilities occurring prior to age 60 with at least 5 years of service, benefit is 3% of FAE times years of service; maximum benefit is 1.667% of FAE times year of service projected to age 65.

For service disabilities occurring prior to age 60, benefit is 1.667% of Salary times years of service projected to age 65 (maximum 30 years).

Exception: State Police benefit is equal to the normal retirement benefit if more than 20 years of service. State Police also receives an additional benefit of $360 per month plus $300 to spouse plus $300 to a surviving dependent child.

Tier II, IIA, III and IV

Prior to age 65 for service related disability or at any age with at least 10 years of service, benefit is 1.333% of FAE plus 0.50% of FAE in excess of the year’s breakpoint, times service projected to age 65 (maximum 30 years).
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**Deferred Vested Retirement Benefit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Tier I - 10 years of service.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tier II and IIIA – Effective July 1, 1997, 5 years of actual state service, 10 years of vesting service, or age 70 with 5 years of service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tier III and IV – 10 years of benefit service.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Tier I – Benefit is payable at Normal Retirement Age or an Early Retirement Benefit is payable at age 55.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tier II and IIIA – Benefit is payable at Normal Retirement Age or an Early Retirement Benefit is payable at age 55.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tier III and IV – Benefit is payable at Normal Retirement Age or an Early Retirement Benefit is payable at age 58.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pre-Retirement Spouse’s Benefit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier I</th>
<th>State Police – Survivor benefits to spouse of $670 per month plus $300 to a surviving dependent child.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If eligible for early or normal retirement, 50% of the average of the Life Benefit and the 50% Joint &amp; Survivor Benefit the member would have received.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If not eligible for retirement but with 25 years of service, the same benefit calculated as though age 55 using service and earnings at death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If not eligible for retirement, return of contributions (5% interest).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier II, IIIA, III and IV</th>
<th>If eligible for early or normal retirement, 50% of the 50% Joint &amp; Survivor Benefit the member would have received.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If not eligible for retirement but with 25 years of service, the same benefit calculated as though age 55 using service and earnings at death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If not eligible for retirement, return of contributions (5% interest).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tiers I, II, IIIA, III and IV</th>
<th>If death is due to employment and there are dependent children under age 18, spouse will be paid $100,000 in 10 annual installments while living and not remarried. In addition, $50 per month will be paid to each child while under age 18.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If death is due to employment and there are no dependent children under age 18, spouse will be paid $50,000 in not less than 10 annual installments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Schedule F – Summary of Main System Provisions

Payment Options

50% or 100% Joint and Survivor (Normal Form if married).
Straight life annuity (Normal Form if not married).
10 or 20 year certain and life annuity.

Cost of Living Adjustments (COLA)

Annual adjustments each July 1 of up to 5% for retirements prior to July 1, 1980; 3% for retirements after July 1, 1980. For members (and beneficiaries) not covered by Social Security and age 62 and over, the maximum increase is 6%.

For employees retiring after June 30, 1999, the annual adjustment will be 60% of the increase in CPI up to 6% and 75% of the increase in the CPI over 6%. This adjustment will be no less than 2.5% and no greater than 6%.

Employees retiring between July 1, 1997 and June 30, 1999 made an irrevocable choice between the above formula and a fixed 3% annual adjustment.

An employee from Tier IIA must have at least 10 years of actual state service or directly make the transition into retirement in order to be eligible for annual adjustments.

For employees retiring on or after October 2, 2011, the minimum COLA shall be 2.0% and the maximum COLA shall be 7.5%.

For employees retiring on or after July 1, 2022, the annual rate of increase will be the CPI-W from 0.00% to 2.00%, plus 60% of the annual rate of increase in CPI-W from 3.33% to 6.00%, plus 75% of the annual rate of increase in CPI-W above 6.00%, with a cap on the COLA rate of 7.50%. In addition, a COLA moratorium for those retiring on or after July 1, 2022 will be on the first 30 months of retirement. If rate of increase in CPI-W exceeds an annualized rate of 5.5% during the initial 18 month period of receiving retirement benefits, the COLA provided beginning with the 31st monthly benefit includes an additional adjustment based on the annual COLA rate as determined above using the annualized rate over the 18 month period. The COLA rate applied would be reduced by 2.5% and then multiplied by 1.5 to reflect the 18 month period.
Schedule F – Summary of Main System Provisions

Member Contributions*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier I – Hazardous</th>
<th>6% of earnings up to Social Security Taxable Wage Base plus 7% of earnings above that level.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier I – Plan B</td>
<td>4% of earnings up to Social Security Taxable Wage Base plus 7% of earnings above that level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier I – Plan C</td>
<td>7% of earnings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier II – Hazardous</td>
<td>6% of earnings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier II – All Others</td>
<td>2% of earnings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier IIA &amp; IIB – Hazardous</td>
<td>7% of earnings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier IIA &amp; IIB – All Others</td>
<td>4% of earnings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier IV – Hazardous</td>
<td>8% of earnings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier IV – All Others</td>
<td>5% of earnings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In years where asset losses require further increases in contributions, Tier IV employees’ contributions may increase by half the necessary increase in rates (up to 2.0%). Finally, all Tier IV employees must contribute 1% to the Defined Contributions (DC) portion of the Hybrid Plan and may elect additional contribution of up to 3% of salary to the DC portion.

Hybrid Defined Benefit/Defined Contribution Plan for Employees of Higher Learning

Individuals hired on or after July 1, 2011 otherwise eligible for the Alternate Retirement Plan ("ARP") shall be eligible to be members of the new Hybrid Plan in addition to their existing choices. Individuals who are currently members of the ARP shall be eligible to join the Hybrid Plan on a one time option at the full actuarial cost. The Hybrid Plan shall have defined benefits identical to Tier I/IIA and Tier III for individuals hired on or after July 1, 2011, but shall require employee contributions 3% higher than the contribution required from the Applicable Tier I/IIA/III Plan. An employee shall have the option, upon leaving state service, of accepting the defined benefit amount, or electing to receive a return of his/her contributions to the Hybrid Plan, plus a 5% employer match, plus 4% interest ("cash out option"). In the event the employee elects the cash out option, he/she shall permanently waive any entitlement they may have to health insurance as a retired state employee unless they convert the cash out option to a periodic payment as would be required under the current ARP Plan.
Defined Benefit Pension Plans vs. 401(k)-style Defined Contribution Plans

Pensions cost less to taxpayers and provide a better benefit to workers.

What are the average annual benefits of these different plans?

Nationwide, the average annual pension benefit is $26,240.

For 401(k) participants, there is no annual benefit amount. The average total account balance is only $18,433, hardly enough for a secure retirement.

Who manages these different types of plans?

Public pension plans are professionally managed and, on average, pension investments perform 25% better than defined contribution investments.

With 401(k)s, individuals must manage their own investments or rely on financial advisors. Financial advisors often charge hefty fees to manage 401(k) investments.

They may charge upwards of 0.7% in fees per year. Over time this adds up to a significant amount of money.

How do 401(k) fees eat away at your nest egg?

A worker contributes $5,000 a year [to her 401(k)]. Assuming an annual gross rate of return of 9%, a participant paying an additional fee of just 1% would retire with $1,918,678 rather than $2,448,895, or $530,217 less. That 1% difference in fees could wipe out 26% of the employee’s retirement nest egg!

Source: Millman

How long will retirement benefits last under these different plans?

Pensions provide a secure and reliable guaranteed monthly benefit for life. In a 401(k), a retiree runs the risk of outliving their savings.

Defined benefit pensions are not tied to the lifespan of any one individual because pension fund assets are pooled collectively. This means that pension funds can maintain an optimal balance of high- and low-risk investments.

Defined contribution plans are subject to the whims of the financial markets. If there is a sudden economic downturn, like the Great Recession, workers may lose much of their retirement savings.

How much do taxpayers spend on these different types of retirement plans?

An average of $0.75 of every dollar in a pension fund comes from a combination of employee contributions and investment returns. As the “employer,” taxpayers are only contributing a quarter of every dollar in a pension fund.

Every dollar invested in a 401(k)-style account goes a shorter distance than a dollar invested in a pension. As the employer, taxpayers make a contribution equal to a set percentage of the salary of the worker into the 401(k)-style account. These investments are not pooled and professionally managed, so the investments earn less over time.
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Executive Summary

Most public school teachers are covered by traditional pensions that encourage and reward long service. In this study, we determine whether most teachers working in classrooms today can expect to work long enough in the same state to accrue higher benefits under their existing traditional pension, which provides monthly income based on age and service, than they would under a 401(k)-type savings plan of equal cost. We focus on public school teachers in six states: Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas. As a point of comparison with non-teacher public employees, we also analyze Colorado state employees who are covered by the same pension plan as teachers.

Recent studies from the Urban Institute, Bellwether Education Partners, and other organizations have questioned the adequacy and fairness of defined benefit pensions for teachers, arguing that high attrition rates among new-hire teachers lead to few teachers receiving a meaningful benefit. However, these studies are largely based on hypothetical new teacher cohorts, and are not representative of the teaching profession as a whole.

This study evaluates pensions against hypothetical 401(k) plans, taking into account the teaching workforce as a whole and comparing benefits across plan types on an apples-to-apples basis. For each of the six states in the study, we first analyzed teacher turnover patterns and projected the final tenure—years of service at retirement or separation—for the current teaching workforce, using retirement system actuarial assumptions. Then, for every possible combination of age and service at exit, we compared benefits under the existing teacher pension (using the least generous pension benefit tier, where applicable) and a hypothetical 401(k) with the same contribution rate as the pension. Crucially, our analysis was weighted to reflect the real-life teaching workforce in each state.

We find that traditional pensions are significantly better matched to the typical teacher’s career than 401(k) savings plans in the states in our study. Two out of three teachers (65%) will have worked at least 20 years by the time they leave service. A large majority (77%) of the educators currently serving in Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas can expect to collect pension benefits that are greater in value than what they could receive under an idealized 401(k)-type plan with no investment mistakes. Ultimately, switching to a 401(k)-type retirement benefit would sharply reduce the retirement income security of teachers who account for a large majority of educational labor.

Key Findings

1. Most classroom teaching is performed by long-career teachers who are well positioned to benefit from a traditional pension.

   - Teacher turnover patterns reflect the powerful role of pensions in retaining experienced teachers. Attrition is high in the first few years after hire, but falls off sharply and stays low through mid-career. Attrition spikes at the specific retirement ages of each pension system.

   - Teachers in the six states studied will typically serve 25 years in the same state, and leave service at age 58.
• Two out of three teachers (65%) will teach for at least 20 years in the same state.

• One out of ten teachers will leave before vesting, and nearly seven out of ten will stay until at least early retirement age. The remaining two out of ten teachers will vest, but leave before retirement age.

Exhibit 1
Projected Teacher Age and Service Years at Exit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Pension Plans</th>
<th>Median Service Years</th>
<th>Median Age</th>
<th>% with 20+ Service Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-State Average</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Authors’ analysis based on retirement system active membership data and actuarial assumptions as of FY 2017. 6-state averages are weighted by teacher membership count.

2. For eight out of ten teachers in the six states analyzed in this study, existing pensions—which have a wide variety of benefit provisions—provide greater, more secure retirement income compared to an idealized 401(k) savings plan.

• 77% of teachers in the six states will work long enough in the same retirement system to earn benefits of greater value and security from the lowest-tier pension, compared to an idealized 401(k) with low fees and no investment mistakes.

• The share of teachers who are better off with their pension than an idealized 401(k) ranges from 71% in Georgia to 84% in Connecticut (Exhibit 2). Colorado PERA, which offers greater portability of benefits than other systems, offers superior benefits than a 401(k) for 81% of teachers, despite shorter projected careers than in other states.

• Compared to a slightly more realistic 401(k) with typical individual investor behavior, the lowest-tier pension provides greater benefits to 81% of teachers in the six states.
Exhibit 2
Share of Teachers Who Are Better Off with Pension than Idealized 401(k)

Colorado Connecticut Georgia Kentucky Missouri Texas 6-State Average
81% 84% 71% 74% 82% 76% 77%

Note: Analysis assumes 401(k) investment in a typical Target Date Fund, and conversion to a life annuity at retirement.

3. Conversely, only two out of ten teachers in the six states will accrue less benefit under the lowest-tier pension offered by their state, compared to an idealized 401(k)-style plan.

- Across the six states in our study, 23% of teachers will not accumulate enough service in the same retirement system to earn pension benefits from the lowest-tier pension that are greater than benefits from an idealized 401(k). Only 19% are better off with a realistic 401(k) than with a pension.
- This includes 10% of all teachers in the six states who will leave before vesting and 13% who will vest, but leave well before retirement eligibility.

4. Pensions provide significantly more valuable benefits than 401(k)s for typical teachers in all six states. Thus, most teachers would require substantially higher contributions to realize the same retirement income in a 401(k) as the lowest-tier pension.

- For the 68% of teachers who reach early retirement age, pension benefits will significantly exceed idealized 401(k) benefits. For example, early retirement pension benefits for a teacher with the median hire age are worth twice as much as an idealized 401(k) in Colorado, Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas. In Connecticut and Georgia, early retirement pension benefits are worth 50% and 30% more, respectively, than an idealized 401(k).
• Conversely, it would cost significantly more to fund 401(k) benefits that match the value of the pension earned by the typical teacher in each of the six states (Exhibit 3).
  
  o Based on a conservative modeling for a typical teacher with the median age at hire and median projected service, it would cost 20% more to fund a 401(k)-type plan to equal a typical Georgia teacher’s pension benefit. For those in Colorado, Connecticut, and Kentucky, it would cost roughly 40% more. For those in Missouri and Texas, it would cost twice as much. Differences between states reflect variation in career patterns and pension benefit provisions.
  
  o Based on a full-career teacher—hired at age 25 who works 30 years in the classroom—providing the same level of retirement income through a 401(k) account would cost roughly twice as much in Colorado, Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas; and about 60% more in Connecticut and Georgia.

• The main reason why it would cost more to fund a typical teacher’s retirement through a 401(k) is that a pooled pension is simply more efficient than individual investment accounts as a means of financing retirement for a large, multi-generational workforce—as a multitude of studies have shown.

Exhibit 3
Additional Contributions Required to Fund 401(k) to Achieve Same Benefit as Existing Pension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Typical Teacher (median entry age, median projected service)</th>
<th>Full-Career Teacher (entry age 25, 30 years service)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>103%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>116%</td>
<td>116%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Authors’ analysis based on retirement system active membership data and actuarial assumptions as of FY 2017. Idealized 401(k) assumes investment in a typical Target Date Fund, no investment mistakes, and 0.25% annual fee.
5. Comparing state employees in Colorado with teachers in Colorado and other states, we find that pensions are more valuable than 401(k)s for most employees.

- Colorado state employees are covered by the same pension benefit tier as most school employees in the state. But Colorado state employees tend to be somewhat older than school employees, and their attrition rates are higher in late career. Teachers, in turn, are hired younger and work longer than non-teacher school employees.

- Due to demographic factors including turnover and average life expectancy, the pension cost for Colorado state employees—and thus the contribution rate for the comparison 401(k)—is slightly lower than for school employees for the same benefit provisions.

- Because cost differences between teacher and state employee pensions offset the impact of different turnover rates, an equal share of Colorado state employees and school employees—81%—are better off with a pension than an idealized 401(k).

6. Implications for teacher retirement benefit policy

- As teacher shortages worsen, policymakers should understand that pensions exert a clear retention effect on teachers. Retaining experienced teachers lowers teacher turnover, eases schools’ staffing pressures, and contributes to education quality.

- Shifting from pensions to 401(k)s or other account-based plans significantly reduces the retirement incomes of long-term teachers who conduct most classroom teaching and is likely to increase turnover among experienced teachers.

- While potentially benefiting short-service teachers, shifting to 401(k)s will decrease the pre-retirement and/or decrease the post-retirement income of teachers. This is because teachers will have to reduce their current consumer spending if they save more funds from their pay to preserve their level of retirement income and/or reduce their future consumer spending when they retire in the state with lower benefits.

- States concerned about equity between short- and long-term teachers should consider restoring or augmenting portability provisions in existing pensions. Such provisions include service credit purchases, pension system reciprocity, employer match on employee contribution refunds, and giving all employees the option to use their contributions to purchase lifetime income. Colorado PERA stands out as a system that provides attractive benefits to teachers and other public servants regardless of tenure.
Introduction

Most public school teachers in the US are covered by traditional defined benefit (DB) pensions that provide guaranteed monthly retirement income based on salary and years of service. For many teachers, these DB pensions provide the only significant source of guaranteed retirement income because about 40% are not covered by Social Security. Pensions also help compensate for lower pay in public school teaching compared to the private sector, controlling for education and experience. And because traditional pension benefits are designed to encourage and reward long service, they help schools retain experienced teachers, and allow older teachers to retire with sufficient income when they are ready to retire, as their productivity begins to decline.

Over the last few years, the national debate on teacher compensation and retirement benefits has intensified, with the passage of pension benefit changes in several states, and teacher strikes in Oklahoma, Kentucky, Arizona, and West Virginia. Some states, like Colorado and Minnesota, have adjusted their existing pension benefit structure. Other states have restructured benefits, like Michigan, which now enrolls new teachers by default in a hybrid plan that combines a 401(k)-style account with a less generous pension. In early 2018, amidst a national wave of teacher strikes in red states protesting low pay, Kentucky teachers walked out when the legislature gutted a sewer bill and turned it into a pension bill that would place newly hired teachers into a hybrid plan. The Kentucky Supreme Court eventually struck down this bill on constitutional grounds.

State legislative efforts to whittle away at teacher pensions have received a boost in recent years from studies claiming that most teachers would be better off with account-based retirement plans, whether a 401k-type defined contribution (DC) plan, or a cash balance (CB) plan. (See sidebar on p. 10 for an explanation of plan types.) These studies claim that because of high early career attrition and geographically mobility, "most teachers" will not serve under any single retirement system long enough to accrue significant benefits. However, their findings are based on a method that focuses on new-hire teachers, and ignores the career patterns of most teachers serving in public schools, who tend to be committed to a single state for most of their careers and thus stand to benefit from a traditional pension. As demonstrated in the tenure and benefit study focused on California teachers by the UC Berkeley Center for Labor Research and Education (CLRE), most classrooms are led by teachers who will work in the state at least through early retirement age. Based on the latest retirement system actuarial assumptions, 85% of California teachers are better off with the least generous pension tier under the California State Teachers' Retirement System (CalSTRS) than with an idealized 401(k) with the same cost and no investment mistakes.

As policymakers continue to debate pension policy, it is important to understand how existing pension designs affect teacher retirement security and how retirement incomes would be affected by switching to a 401(k)-type plan. Given the national wave of teacher shortages, policymakers—along with parents, school administrators, and other stakeholders—should also consider the potential impact of such a change on teacher recruitment and retention.

In this study, we ask whether or not most teachers—and indeed, public employees in general—will work long enough to accrue higher benefits under their existing traditional pension than under alternative retirement plans with the same cost, i.e., expected contribution rate. Building on the
methodology developed in previous studies of California teachers by Rhee and Fornia, we analyze workforce tenure patterns in tandem with pension benefits for public school teachers in six states: Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas.

These systems represent a mix of small and large, Republican- and Democratic-leaning states across regions (excluding the West Coast). With the exception of some teachers in Texas and Georgia, most of the teachers in these states are not covered by Social Security, and pensions are their only source of guaranteed retirement income. We sought to obtain data from a geographically diverse array of statewide teacher retirement systems. We prioritized including retirement systems that were able to provide teacher-only data because, while most teacher pension plans include non-instructional school employees, teachers tend to be hired younger and work longer careers. The six states represent a range of benefit structures within the traditional pension framework in terms of benefit multipliers, retirement age, vesting periods, the degree to which benefits are back-loaded, COLAs, and level of portability.

In order to address whether other kinds of public employees, who typically have higher turnover rates than teachers, derive the same kinds of benefits from a traditional DB plan, we also analyzed the tenure patterns and pension benefits of state employees in Colorado.

Despite variation in benefit structure and workforce turnover, we find that a large majority of teachers in every state in our study are better off with traditional pensions than 401(k)s. On average, two out of three teachers (65%) will serve at least 20 years in the same state, and seven out of ten (68%) teachers will vest and stay until at least early retirement age. An average of 77% of teachers are better off with the lowest-tier pension than an idealized 401(k) with low fees and no individual investor mistakes, and 81% are better off compared to a more realistic 401(k) with more typical individual investor returns. The remainder of the Introduction summarizes the debate on teacher pensions vs. 401(k)s in the context of teacher career patterns, arguing that critical studies fail to consider the actual career profile of the teaching workforce, as opposed to hypothetical new hires.

- **Section I** highlights the age and service profiles and key benefit provisions of teacher pensions in Connecticut, Colorado, Kentucky, Georgia, Missouri, and Texas.

- **Section II** outlines the study methodology, which is designed to project teacher careers and retirement benefits at a granular level, and generate a rigorous comparison of pension and 401(k) benefits on apples-to-apples terms based on equivalent cost.

- **Section III** presents the results of our analysis of teacher tenure, i.e., the distribution of active teachers in each state by projected age and projected service at exit.

- **Section IV** applies the results of our benefit projection model to our findings on teacher tenure in order to estimate the percentage of active teachers who will stay long enough to accrue higher benefits under the lowest-tier pension compared to an idealized 401(k) and a more realistic 401(k) that accounts for individual investor behavior.

- **Section V** compares findings for Colorado non-school state employees to Colorado teachers and the six-state teacher plan average, and discusses the impact of differences
in demographic and career patterns between teachers, other school employees, and state non-school employees.

- Finally, the Conclusion discusses implications of our findings for teacher pension policy, arguing that both teachers and public education are better served by pensions than 401(k)-type plans, and that efforts to improve equity between short- and long-term teachers should focus on enhancement of pension portability rather than a wholesale switch to account-based plans.

**RETIRED PLAN TYPES**

**Traditional Defined Benefit (DB) pensions**, also known as Final Average Salary (FAS) DB pensions, guarantee lifetime retirement income to eligible employees. The employer is ultimately responsible for ensuring that contributions—which are managed in a pooled trust and invested by professionals—are sufficient to pay promised benefits. The amount of the monthly pension check is based on the final (or highest) average salary, years worked, and a percentage factor. For instance, for every year worked, a teacher might receive 2% of their highest average salary, such that someone retiring with 30 years of service and a final salary of $5,000 a month will receive $3,000 (0.02 x 30 years x $5,000) each month. Employees must work for a minimum number of years in order to “vest” or become entitled to monthly benefits at retirement age. Employees who leave before vesting are refunded the employee share of pension contributions plus interest. The value of DB pension benefits accrued in a given year are most valuable when an employee reaches retirement age.

**Defined Contribution (DC) plans**, such as 401(k)s, are individual savings and investment accounts. The employer and/or employee contributes to accounts held in the employee’s name, and the employee is ultimately responsible for managing their own investments and generating retirement income from their account. Individual employees bear the investment risk, as well as longevity risk (the risk of running out of money if they live longer than expected). Employees immediately vest into their own contributions, and it may take several years to fully vest into the employer share of contributions. Annual contributions made early in an employee’s career are more valuable than those made in late career, because investment returns compound over time.

**Cash Balance (CB) plans** are a type of hybrid retirement plan. Like in a traditional DB plan, the employer is ultimately responsible for funding promised benefits, and investments are managed in a pooled trust. However, the benefits take the form of a lump sum account balance, rather than fixed retirement income. Specifically, CB plans credit each employee with a set percentage of each year’s pay, plus a minimum interest rate. This interest rate is often tied to Treasuries or similar low-risk investments, because employers who choose CB plans instead of DB pensions almost always do so as a way to offload some risk. Some CB plans share excess investment earnings with employees. CB plans and 401(k)s have a similar benefit accrual pattern in theory, but in the real world, 401(k) account balances are far more volatile. Like in a DC plan, benefits accrued in early career are generally more valuable than those accrued in mid- or late-career.
The Debate on Teacher Pensions vs 401(k)s

A series of studies have been released in recent years that argue that “most teachers” do not receive meaningful pension benefits. These studies cite turnover and job mobility as the basis for claiming, as Aldeman and Johnson baldly assert in an Urban Institute study, “most teachers either won’t qualify for a pension at all, or will qualify for one so meager that it will be worth less than their own contributions.” These studies conclude that account-based retirement plans—whether a 401(k)-type defined contribution (DC) plan or a cash balance plan—would deliver greater, more equitable benefits to teachers with a typical career pattern.

We highlight two major flaws in the argument that teachers are better off with 401(k)s or other account-based plans. First, the above-mentioned studies erroneously generalize the high attrition rates that characterize new-hire teachers to the teaching profession as a whole. For instance, McGee and Winters assert in a Manhattan Institute study that only 28% of public school teachers remain in the profession for 20 years. These studies then point to the fact that traditional DB pension benefits are “backloaded”—that is, the growth in the value of pension benefits accelerates in late career—and conclude that few teachers will ever collect a meaningful pension. For example, Johnson and Southgate claim in an Urban Institute report, “Relatively few California public school teachers remain employed long enough to benefit much from their retirement plan.”

However, as Morrissey points out, these studies give “equal weight to anyone who ever tried teaching, however briefly. This is equivalent to saying that most gymnasts are not able to do a cartwheel based on counting every child who enrolls in a gymnastics class rather than surveying gymnasts actually practicing in gyms.” The claim that “most teachers” do not work long enough to benefit from a traditional pension rests on analyses that are skewed in representing new entrants, rather than a cross-section of the teaching population. This omission is problematic because the teaching profession is characterized by high attrition among new entrants and low turnover among those who choose to stay in the profession. This results in long average service among teachers serving in public schools today.

Nationally, a cursory analysis of teacher retirement system demographic data reveals that the average teacher working in public schools today already has roughly ten years of in-state service under their belt—and their actuarial experience studies show that very few teachers with that level of experience will leave the state before retirement age. In California, contrary to Johnson and Southgate’s claim that few teachers will reach 20 years of service, detailed analyses of CalSTRS by Rhee and Fornia, weighted to reflect the state’s public school teaching workforce, found that three out of four teachers will serve at least 20 years, and nearly half will serve 30 years.

The second major flaw in studies critical of DB pensions is that they categorize teachers who receive less than the equivalent of the plan’s normal cost compounded with the plan’s expected return, e.g., 7% or 7.5%, to be “pension losers” who are therefore better off with an account-based plan with fixed employer contributions. This is either implied, or—in the case of a 2016 study by Costrell and McGee—explicitly stated. This is asserted without taking into account the value of key guarantees and efficiencies in DB pensions or likely outcomes from account-based plans, and by assuming unrealistic rates of return on alternative plans.
In reality, DB pensions, which pool key risks across a large population, over generations, provide a higher return on retirement contributions than DC plans like 401(k)s, resulting in higher average retirement income. There are several features that lead to significant advantages for DB plans: professional, institutional-grade investment management; longer investment horizon; longevity risk pooling; and low expenses. These factors contribute to pensions earning significantly higher investment returns than individuals can realize in 401(k) accounts, and higher retirement income yield for the same retirement contributions. Even without fully accounting for all over these advantages, Rhee and Fornia found that 84% of teachers covered by CalSTRS are better off with a pension than a hypothetical 401(k) with low fees, no investment mistakes, and an attractively priced private insurance annuity for converting account balances to lifetime income.

In summary, in order to evaluate how well teachers are served by DB pensions compared to alternative plans, it is not enough to know the percentage of new entrants who work past a given benefit threshold, or that some teachers earn a greater relative share of benefits than others based on age and years of service. It is critical to know the share of teaching positions occupied by those who serve long enough to earn higher benefits under their existing pension than they would under rigorously modeled alternative plans. This approach provides a significantly more accurate indicator of how well an existing pension serves the teaching profession as a whole, compared to studies that focus exclusively on new hire cohorts.
II. Retirement System Profiles

The pension systems analyzed in this study represent a range of geographic regions, age and experience profiles, and a diversity of benefit structures within the traditional pension framework. In selecting teacher pension systems for analysis, we prioritized statewide coverage, geographic diversity, and the ability to provide granular, preferably teacher-specific active membership data.

Membership Type

Public school teachers are covered by three types of pension plans in terms of membership composition: teacher-only plans, school employee plans, and general employee plans that include both school and non-school public employees. Teacher-only plans often include instructional staff in public schools, higher education, county departments of education, and vocational training programs, but K-12 teachers usually make up well over 80% of active membership. In school employee plans that cover both instructional and non-instructional staff, K-12 teachers represent 40-60% of active membership. Where teachers are covered by general employee pension plans, they usually make up a smaller percentage of active membership.

In order to draw meaningful conclusions about teacher career patterns, we analyzed teacher-only plans and school employee plans for the teacher pension portion of this study. Table 1 profiles the membership base of the seven retirement plans considered in this study. Connecticut TRS, Kentucky TRS, and Missouri PSRS are essentially teacher-only plans, so their active membership data and actuarial assumptions closely represent K-12 teachers. Colorado PERA/School Division, Georgia TRS, and Texas TRS are school employee plans. For Texas, we were able to obtain active membership data for teachers and librarians—who make up 38% of the total membership—but the actuarial assumptions are for the system as a whole. While teachers make up roughly 40% of Colorado PERA/School Division and 60% of Georgia TRS, we were forced to rely on membership data and actuarial assumptions reflecting school employees in general, rather than teachers specifically. (To evaluate benefits for non-teachers, we also analyzed Colorado PERA/State Division, which covers state employees. The results are in Appendix A.)

Importantly, plans that cover non-teacher school employees or state employees have higher turnover rates than teacher-only plans. Thus our estimates of teacher tenure—and the share of teachers who are better off with a pension than a 401(k)—are understated for Texas, Colorado, and Georgia due to the data constraints described above.

Current Age and Service

Table 2 summarizes the age and service distribution of each retirement system. The estimated median entry age (age at hire) among active members ranges from 27 to 35. However, for plans where teacher-only membership data was available—Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas—the estimated median entry age ranged from 27 to 28. The older median entry age of Georgia (31) and Colorado PERA School Division (35) probably reflects the older age profile of non-teachers who make up a significant share of members in these plans.
Table 1
Retirement System Profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membership Base</th>
<th>Active Membership, FY 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado PERA – State Division</td>
<td>State employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado PERA – School Division</td>
<td>K-12 teachers and other public school employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut TRS</td>
<td>K-12 teachers and college faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia TRS</td>
<td>School employees and college faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky TRS</td>
<td>K-12 teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri PSRS</td>
<td>K-12 teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas TRS</td>
<td>Teachers and other school employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54,814 excl. troopers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>122,990 ~40% teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50,877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>222,902 ~60% teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71,108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>78,274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>864,233 38% teachers &amp; librarians</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Current Active Membership Age and Service Profile, FY 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Median Estimated Entry Age</th>
<th>Median Age in 2017</th>
<th>Median Service Years in 2017</th>
<th>% with &lt;5 Service Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado PERA – State Division</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado PERA – School Division</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut TRS</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia TRS</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky TRS</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri PSRS</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas TRS</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The typical teacher in all six states is in their 40s, consistent with national teacher statistics and mirroring the age profile of the college-educated labor force. The median number of service years ranges from 6 to 12, with Texas, Missouri, Connecticut, and Georgia close to estimated national median of 11 years of total teaching experience. Connecticut has both an older and more experienced teaching workforce compared to other teacher-only systems. The age and service profile of Colorado PERA State Division is typical for state employee plans, in which older professional workers, many with advanced degrees, are overrepresented relative to the private sector.

Table 2 also shows the share of active membership with less than five years of service, which ranges from 20% in Connecticut to 46% in Colorado PERA School Division. The share of recently hired public sector employees fluctuates significantly with economic cycles, dropping during budget deficits and rising during economic recoveries. Thus the above statistics represent an annual snapshot as of the 2017 fiscal year in each state.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate the current age and service distributions of teachers in each state in greater detail. The overall age mix of teachers is relatively consistent across the six states. Most of the variation between states is accounted for by the share of recently hired teachers—those with less than five years of service—which in turn is a reflection of differences in new-hire turnover rates.

Figure 1
Distribution of Teachers by Current Age

Note: Authors' analysis of retirement system active membership data as of FY 2017. Six-state averages are weighted by teacher membership count.
Figure 2
Distribution of Teachers by Current Service Years

Note: Authors’ analysis of retirement system active membership data as of FY 2017. Six-state averages are weighted by teacher membership count.

Benefit Structure

Table 3 summarizes the service retirement benefit provisions for the lowest benefit tier in each plan, applicable to current new hires. Key components include:

- **Vesting period** – the number of service years required for retirement benefit eligibility.

- **Normal retirement age (NRA)** – the age at which vested members become eligible for unreduced service retirement benefits, i.e., monthly retirement income for life based on their salary and years of service.

- **Benefit multiplier at NRA** – the percentage of salary replaced for each service year at normal retirement age. For instance, a teacher who has vested may receive 2% of their highest average salary for each year of service. With 30 years of service, they receive 60% of their highest average monthly salary as their pension check.

- **Additional NRA thresholds** – some plans allow normal retirement benefits at earlier ages for teachers who were hired at younger ages and have worked a full career (e.g., any age with 30 years of service in Missouri).

- **Cost-of-living-adjustments (COLAs)** – some plans guarantee COLAs to ensure that pension payments do not fall significantly behind the cost of living over time. Guaranteed COLAs are a significant component of pension benefit cost and value.
Another key plan feature is treatment of early retirement. Many plans allow for retirement before NRA, subject to a wide array of age and service rules. The benefit multiplier is reduced to compensate for the increased number of years that benefits will be paid. Some plans have more generous early retirement formulas than others, but early retirement benefit formulas generally do not financially penalize early retirees. Early retirement provisions are significant because the more favorable they are, the greater the value of the pension compared to 401(k) plans in which individuals face steep tradeoffs between retirement age and the amount of lifetime monthly retirement income.

Retirement systems also set different interest rates on employee contribution account accumulations—which are paid to employees who leave before vesting, and to employees who vest but choose to cash out rather than receive a lifetime annuity at retirement. (Early retirement rules, member account interest rates, and other benefit provisions can be found in Appendix B.)

Plans vary in the level of backloading and portability. “Backloading” refers to the fact that under a typical DB pension, the longer an employee works in the same retirement system, the faster the growth in retirement benefits in relation to pay. This is a key design feature in traditional DB pensions, meant to retain experienced employees for the long term. “Portability” refers to features that work in the opposite direction, enhancing the value of benefits for employees who do not stay attached to one employer or retirement system for a long time. Such features include allowing teachers to purchase service credits, reciprocity agreements between retirement systems, and money purchase benefits that ensure that employees receive an adequate return on their employee contributions (where the service retirement benefit might be lower). It is important to note that in statewide retirement systems, pension benefits are portable across a large number of participating employers.

Two systems, Georgia and Colorado, offer “money purchase” benefits that allow members to convert their employee contributions plus interest into lifetime retirement income at favorable interest rates. Money purchase benefits increase portability, to the extent that they ensure a reasonable return on employee contributions.

We highlight key features of each system below.

**Colorado Public Employees’ Retirement Association (Colorado PERA)**

PERA has unusually portable benefits for a traditional pension. Any employee who leaves before retirement age, whether or not they have accrued five years of service, can keep their contributions in PERA. The contributions accrete 3% interest annually, and the account balance can be withdrawn at any time, including a 50% match for vested members. At retirement eligibility, they can convert their account balance—plus a match of 100% for vested members—into a “money purchase” retirement annuity at 7.25% interest (compared to a 5% or less projected interest rate generally available in private insurance annuity markets). Members who are also eligible for both a service retirement benefit and a money purchase benefit receive the greater benefit of the two. Normal retirement benefits are capped at 100% of highest average salary. COLAs are not guaranteed, and are awarded on basis from a separate fund based on investment performance and fund size, with an annual maximum of 1.5%.
Table 3
Summary of Service Retirement Benefits - Lowest Benefit Tier in Effect in 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vesting Period (years)</th>
<th>Benefit Multiplier @ NRA (% of salary replaced for each service year)</th>
<th>Normal Retirement Age (NRA)</th>
<th>Other NRA Thresholds</th>
<th>Benefit @ NRA with 30 service years</th>
<th>Guaranteed COLA?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado PERA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Age 60 with 30 service years, or any age with 35 service years</td>
<td>30 x 2.5% = 75% of Highest Average Salary</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut TRS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2% @ any age with 35 service years</td>
<td>30 x 2% = 60%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia TRS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>30 x 2% = 60%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky TRS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.7% if &lt;=10 svc years, 2% &gt;10 and &lt;=20, 2.3% &gt;20 and &lt;=26, 2.5% &gt;26 and &lt;=30, 3% for each svc year &gt; 30</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Any age with 27 svc years</td>
<td>30 x 2.5% = 75%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri PSRS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Any age with 30 svc years, or when age + svc &gt;= 80 (Rule of 80)</td>
<td>30 x 2.5% = 75%</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas TRS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Age 62 with 30 svc years; age 62 with Rule of 80</td>
<td>30 x 2.3% = 69%</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Plan provisions from retirement system CAFRs and Actuarial Valuations for FY 2017. Missouri PSRS and Connecticut TRS only have one tier. Colorado PERA School Division members with 10 or more years of service who meet the Rule of 88 are eligible for normal retirement.

Connecticut Teachers’ Retirement System (Connecticut TRS)
Connecticut’s plan appears to be the most backloaded among the plans in our study. Ten years of service are required to vest for service retirement benefits, and 20 years are required to receive the full 2% benefit multiplier at normal retirement age. The multiplier is prorated for those with 10 to 19 years of service, from 1% to 1.9%. However, Connecticut offers a relatively attractive interest rate on employee contributions, passing on the pension fund’s returns. Normal retirement benefits are capped at 75% of salary.
Teachers Retirement System of Georgia (Georgia TRS)

Like Connecticut, Georgia also has a 10-year vesting requirement. The plan provides retirement benefits that are the greater of a) the service retirement benefit, or b) the money purchase benefit based on member contributions plus interest, converted into an annuity based on a generous 7.5% interest rate. Pensionable service is capped at 40 years, after which members can opt out of employee contributions.

Teachers’ Retirement System Kentucky (Kentucky TRS)

Kentucky’s benefit formula appears significantly backloaded at first glance because the multiplier progressively increases with years of service. However, unlike most DB plans, Kentucky TRS has a feature that favors younger-hire compared to older-hire teachers because the NRA is set to the earlier of age 60 or 27 years of service. Thus a teacher with 27 years of service at age 55 and a teacher with 27 years of service at age 60 with similar salaries will receive the same monthly benefit—but the former will collect this benefit for five more years, due to the earlier retirement age. A teacher who leaves at age 54 with 26 years of service can collect unreduced benefits at age 55, when they would have reached 27 years of service.

Public School Retirement System of Missouri (Missouri PSRS)

In addition to the standard NRA of 60, Missouri uses the “Rule of 80” to provide unreduced service retirement benefits to teachers whose age and accrued service years total at least 80. Thus a teacher hired at age 24 who works for 28 years can collect pension benefits based on the full 2.5% multiplier as early as age 52 (since 52 + 28 = 80). Normal retirement benefits are capped at 100% of salary.

Teacher Retirement System of Texas (Texas TRS)

Among the six states in this study, Texas appears to have the least generous pension benefits for teachers. The standard NRA is 65 for the lowest tier, with 62 being the minimum for those who have served 30 years or meet the Rule of 80. Texas TRS does not offer a guaranteed COLA. However, the plan has relatively favorable early retirement provisions.
III. Methodology Overview

In order to understand whether defined benefit pensions or 401(k) savings plans better serve teachers and other public employees, we combined a fine-grained employee tenure projection with a rigorous pension/401(k) benefit projection that allows for comparison of benefits on apples-to-apples terms. The methodology is summarized below; a detailed explanation of assumptions and methods can be found in Appendix B.

Tenure analysis

First, we projected the age and service at which current retirement system active members will exit, based on 1) their current age and accrued service and 2) actuarial assumptions including rates of withdrawal, death, disability retirement, and service retirement for each retirement system. We requested and obtained a detailed age-service table for the active membership as of FY 2017 from each retirement system. We also obtained the latest actuarial assumptions, including service retirement, withdrawal, pre-retirement mortality, and disability retirement rates, contingent on age and accrued service years. We then applied these rates to each current age-service cohort (e.g., 25 years old with one year of service, 25 years old with two years of service, and so on) on a forward-looking basis until none of the currently active teachers remained in service. The result is a distribution of currently active members by age and service at exit.

Benefit analysis

We calculated pension and 401(k) benefits for each entry age between 17 and 90, at every possible age and service credit combination at exit, using the salary growth assumptions of each plan. For pension benefits, we applied the benefit policies of each plan to calculate employee contribution refunds, early retirement benefits, and normal retirement benefits, as applicable. We assumed that exiting employees chose the benefit with the greatest value. For retirement systems with more than one benefit tier, we used the most recent, least generous tier.

For 401(k) benefits, we used the “normal cost” for retirement and withdrawal benefits as the contribution rate. The normal cost of a pension is the contribution rate, expressed as a percentage of payroll, needed to fund benefits accrued by current employees in a given year—assuming that the pension fund realizes expected investment returns and other actuarial assumptions. Account balances were projected over time based on expected returns on a typical target date fund (TDF). TDFs, also known as lifecycle funds, automatically shift from risky, higher-return stocks to less risky, lower-return bonds as a worker approaches retirement, and are common investment vehicles for 401(k) plans. For the baseline idealized 401(k), we assumed low fees (0.25% a year) and no individual investor mistakes. For a somewhat more realistic 401(k), we assumed a 1% reduction in investment returns as a reasonable estimate of the impact of typical individual investor behaviors, e.g., chasing returns during bull markets (buying high) and selling off assets during downturns (selling low).22

Pension benefits for service retirement take the form of guaranteed monthly payments, while 401(k) benefits take the form of a lump sum account value consisting of contributions and accumulated investment returns. In order to compare the two on apples-to-apples terms, we calculated the lump sum necessary to purchase a private insurance annuity equivalent to calculated pension payments,
including any guaranteed COLA, at every possible retirement age. The annuity factors used for this conversion were based on 5% interest, 5% load (as an estimate of insurance company profit and overhead), and each system's post-retirement mortality assumptions. For the realistic 401(k), we assumed a 4% interest rate, which is still higher than current private annuity rates. For each entry age/service year combination, we determined whether DB benefits exceeded the 401(k) benefit, or vice versa.

For both the pension and the 401(k), we assumed perfect funding discipline, i.e., consistent contributions and no borrowing or withdrawals for other purposes. We also assumed that underlying investments perform as expected in both plans.

**Estimating the pension advantage**

Finally, we applied the findings from the benefit analysis to the results of the tenure analysis to calculate the share of active members who will receive greater benefit from the pension compared to both an idealized 401(k) and a more realistic 401(k).

We do not model cash balance plans in this study. As we explained above, CB plans entail individual account benefits, expressed as a lump sum, with a minimum return guarantee backed by the employer. CB benefit projections for a given contribution rate depends entirely on assumptions about the return guarantee and plan asset allocation—in other words, the level of risk in the plan and how it is allocated between the employer and employees. In theory, the guaranteed return could be the same as traditional DB plan expected returns—e.g., 7.5% during the accumulation phase and decumulation phase. But it is unrealistic to assume that any state would enact an alternative plan that has the exact same risk profile and cost as an existing DB plan, but gives the most valuable benefits to those who leave early and sacrifices the retention incentives of a traditional pension.23 Overall, real-world public sector CB plans are significantly less generous than prevailing DB pensions because they are used to reduce both cost and risk, resulting in significant benefit reductions. To the extent that a hypothetical CB plan guarantees low interest rates and offers supplemental investment earnings (and shoulders the investment risk needed to do so), its hypothetical benefits would be similar to the benefits projected in our 401(k) model.
IV. How Long Will Teachers Work in the Same State?

When the career trajectories of the active teaching workforce in the six states are considered, a pattern emerges that has very different implications for the evaluation of retirement benefits than one based solely on new hires. In this section, we present findings on teacher turnover patterns, the distribution of active teachers by projected service years and age at exit, and teachers’ projected vesting and retirement eligibility status at exit. Overall, we find that a large majority of the teaching workforce in each of the six states in this study—Connecticut, Colorado, Georgia, Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas—is made up of educators who will work long enough to benefit from a traditional pension.

- Turnover is high in the first five years after hire, then steeply drops off until the age when teachers first become eligible for early retirement. Attrition patterns in each of the six states clearly show that teachers respond to the retention incentives built into pension benefits.

- On average, two out of three teachers (65%) will accrue at least 20 years of service, and about half of that number (31% of the total) will retire with 30 or more years.

- The typical teacher in the six states combined will serve until age 58.

- About seven out of ten teachers (68%) currently serving in public schools in the six states will work until they are eligible for service retirement under the rules of the lowest-tier pension.

The Impact of Pensions on Teacher Turnover

It is currently estimated that nationally, 17% of new hire teachers leave the profession within the first four years. While this is a significant policy challenge for public education, is important to understand that most classrooms are occupied by long-service teachers. That is, teaching is a vocation, characterized by high turnover among novices who are figuring out whether the career fits them, and low attrition rates among mid-career teachers.

Figure 3 illustrates turnover rates over time for a cohort of 25-year-old new hires in each retirement system. Cohort turnover is highest during the first five years, declines through mid-career, and then spikes upon retirement benefit eligibility. It is easy to see the retention effect exerted by the DB pension benefit structure. Assuming continuous full-time service, a new hire teacher who is 25 years old can receive early (reduced) retirement benefits at age 50 in Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, and Missouri, 52 in Kentucky, and 55 in Texas. This same 25-year-old newly hired teacher is eligible for normal (unreduced) retirement benefits at age 60 in Colorado and Connecticut, 52 in Kentucky, 55 in Georgia, 53 in Missouri, and 65 in Texas.
Figure 3
Annual Turnover Rates for Teachers Hired at Age 25

Note: Authors' calculations based on actuarial assumptions from FY 2017 actuarial valuation or latest actuarial experience study. In Texas, virtually all first-year teachers accrue one full service year under TRS rules before exiting.

Most Teachers Can Expect Decades of Service in the Same State

We applied the above turnover rates—replicated for every possible entry age and exit age—to the active membership in order to project the distribution of teachers by age and service at exit.

To begin, Table 4 shows the median projected age and median projected service at exit among teachers in each state, and in the six states combined. The median projected exit age is 58, and median projected service years is 25. Across the six states, 65% of teachers will accrue at least 20 years of service.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of teachers by projected total service at separation. Only 8% will leave before completing five years of service. As noted above, 65% of teachers in the six states will work at least 20 years, with 31% accumulating 20 to 29 years and 34% accruing at least 30 years of service. Among the six states, Connecticut and Texas have the highest shares of teachers who will serve at least 30 years—44% and 41%, respectively—and both have a normal retirement age of 65. Connecticut also has an older, more experienced teacher workforce than the other states. Kentucky and Colorado have the lowest estimates of teachers reaching 30 years of service, 14% and 18%, respectively. The Kentucky TRS benefit policy allows for normal retirement after 27 years of service.
Table 4
Projected Teacher Age and Service Years at Exit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Pension Plans</th>
<th>Median Service Years</th>
<th>Median Age</th>
<th>% with 20+ Service Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6-State Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>25</strong></td>
<td><strong>58</strong></td>
<td><strong>65%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Authors’ analysis based on retirement system active membership data and actuarial assumptions as of FY 2017. 6-state averages are weighted by teacher membership count.

Figure 4
Distribution of Teachers by Projected Service Years at Exit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-State Average</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Authors’ analysis based on retirement system active membership data and actuarial assumptions as of FY 2017. 6-state averages are weighted by teacher membership count.
The low estimate of Colorado teachers reaching 30 years is due to a number of factors, including relatively portable benefits, older average age at hire, and the fact that we were only able to access membership and actuarial assumptions for all school employees combined, rather than specifically for teachers, who tend to enter earlier and serve longer than other school employees. We expect an analysis of Colorado teachers based on teacher-specific data would yield longer average projected service.

**Most Teachers Will Work until Late Career in the Same State**

The distribution of teachers by projected age at exit is illustrated in Figure 5. A majority of teachers in the six states (60%) will be at least age 55 when they leave. In Connecticut, 74% of teachers will be at least age 55 when they leave service. Kentucky and Missouri have the lowest shares of teachers working until at least age 55—48% and 51%, respectively—due to relatively generous retirement age policies. Colorado, with its older age profile, has the largest share of teachers working past age 65 (23%), compared to the six-state average of 14%, despite having the lowest median projected tenure of 17 years of service (per Table 4).

**Figure 5**
**Distribution of Teachers by Projected Age at Exit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>&lt;35</th>
<th>35–44</th>
<th>45–54</th>
<th>55–64</th>
<th>65+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-State Average</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Years

Note: Authors’ analysis based on retirement system active membership data and actuarial assumptions as of FY 2017. 6-state averages are weighted by teacher membership count.
Most Teachers Will Work in the Same State until Retirement Age

In addition to projected service and age at exit in absolute terms, it is useful to understand where teachers will stand in relation to vesting and retirement eligibility rules by the time they leave service. This is because the growth in the value of traditional pension benefits accelerates a few years before teachers become eligible for immediate retirement benefits, and spikes sharply at early retirement age. As we will discuss in Section V, any teacher who reaches early retirement age will be certain to have earned benefits that significantly surpass what they could accumulated through a 401(k) with the same contribution rate.

Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of teachers by projected status at exit—those who have not vested, those who have vested but not have not reached retirement age, and those who have vested and reached retirement age. On average, 10% of current teachers in the six states will leave before vesting. Another 22% will vest, but leave before retirement age. A large majority, 68%, will vest and work until retirement age.

At the high end, 76% of teachers in Connecticut and 79% of teachers in Missouri will work until retirement age. While Connecticut has an older, more experienced teacher workforce than Missouri, the latter has more generous early retirement policies. Missouri allows early retirement at age 55 (or at any age with 25 years of service). Connecticut also allows early retirement at any age with 25 years of service, but otherwise restricts early retirement at age 55 to those with 20 years of service.

Figure 6
Distribution of Teachers by Vesting and Retirement Eligibility Status at Exit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Vest, stay in service until retirement age</th>
<th>Vest, leave before retirement age</th>
<th>Leave before vesting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6-State Average: Vest, stay in service until retirement age 68%; Vest, leave before retirement age 10%; Leave before vesting 12%

Note: Authors' analysis based on retirement system active membership data and actuarial assumptions as of FY 2017. 6-state averages are weighted by teacher count.
At the low end, 48% of teachers in Colorado are projected to serve until retirement age. An estimated 20% of Colorado teachers will not vest, in large part due to significantly higher new hire turnover rates compared to other states. However, as will be discussed in the benefit analysis, non-vested teachers do not fare particularly poorly in relation to a hypothetical 401(k) because of the portability of PERA benefits. Similarly, a 2016 study commissioned by the state legislature found that Colorado PERA, due to its portability, provides superior benefits compared to DC and hybrid plans for a wide variety of career paths.25

In summary, a large majority of teaching positions are occupied by long-career teachers. Most teaching work is performed by full-career teachers and those who, regardless of hire age, will serve until retirement age. Only a small percentage of teaching positions are occupied by those who leave the state before accumulating substantial service, or well before retirement age. This has profound implications for the evaluation of alternative retirement benefits in relation to the teacher pensions, as we demonstrate in the next section.
V. How Do Teachers Fare under Pensions Compared to 401(k)s?

In this section, we evaluate how teachers fare under the current pension systems, compared to a hypothetical 401(k) in Connecticut, Colorado, Georgia, Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas. Building on our analysis of teacher exits in relation to vesting and retirement eligibility, we compare the value of benefits from the DB pension and hypothetical 401(k) at early retirement age for the typical teacher in each state. Next, we estimate the share of teachers who are better off in the DB pension, based on the projected exit age and service year accrual, compared to the Idealized 401(k) and the Realistic 401(k). Finally, we estimate the percentage increase in retirement plan contributions necessary to fund 401(k) benefits that would match the value of the projected pension benefit for the typical teacher in each state based on median entry age and projected service, and for a full career teacher.

As noted in the methodology overview in Section II, we constructed apples-to-apples comparisons for each state by converting service retirement benefits into 401(k)-equivalent values, i.e., lump sums necessary to purchase a private insurance annuity with the same benefit. This reflects our assumption that 401(k) balances are used to purchase private insurance annuities with the same COLA, if any, as the pension benefit. At the same time, our benefit projection model is arguably tilted in favor of the 401(k) plan (see methodology in Appendix B). In this regard, our estimates of the share of teachers who are better off with the DB pension in their state are conservative.

- For the typical teacher, pensions are worth roughly twice as much as an idealized 401(k) upon initial retirement eligibility in Colorado, Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas. In Connecticut and Georgia, where benefits are more backloaded, typical teacher pensions are still worth 30% more than an idealized 401(k) at initial retirement eligibility.

- An overwhelming majority (77%) of teachers in the six states combined are better off with the lowest-tier pension than an idealized 401(k) with the same contribution rate.

- When individual investor behavior is taken into account by reducing projected 401(k) returns by 1%, 81% of teachers are better off with the lowest-tier pension.

- In all six states, most teachers would require substantially higher contributions to realize the same retirement income in a 401(k) as the lowest-tier pension.

Seven out of Ten Teachers Will Work until Their Pension Is Worth Significantly More than a 401(k)

As we discussed above, 68% of teachers in the six states combined will serve until at least early retirement age. By that point, DB pension benefits will significantly exceed the value of hypothetical 401(k) benefits based on the same contribution rate. Figure 7 shows the ratio of the value of benefits to salary for a typical teacher in each state, by plan type. We calculated benefits at the
earliest eligibility for immediate retirement benefits using the median retirement age (see Table 2 in Section II). (For the DB pension, we converted the lump sum necessary to purchase the same retirement annuity as the DB pension from private insurance, assuming the same interest rate used in the Idealized 401(k). For the Idealized and Realistic 401(k)s, we used projected account values. We then divided the value of benefits for each plan by the teacher’s projected salary at that age. For the median entry age, teachers could retire after 25 years of service in Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, and Missouri, and after 27 years of service in Kentucky and Texas.

Variation in the ratio of DB pension value across states is attributable to both the relative generosity of benefits and the age and service of the exemplar teacher. The magnitude of difference between the DB pension value and 401(k) value is mostly attributable to the degree of backloading in each plan. Thus in the four states with five-year vesting periods—Colorado, Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas—DB pensions are worth roughly twice as much as the idealized 401(k). In Connecticut and Georgia, which have 10-year vesting and somewhat more backloaded benefits related to their normal retirement age policies, the DB pension is worth 50% and 30% more, respectively, than the idealized 401(k).

Figure 7
Ratio of Benefit Value to Salary at Earliest Retirement Age for Typical Teacher

![Graph showing the ratio of benefit value to salary at the earliest retirement age for typical teachers in different states.]

Note: Calculations are based on estimated median entry age and service retirement provisions in each state.

This analysis shows that the 68% of teachers who will work until service retirement eligibility are substantially better off with a DB pension compared to an idealized 401(k). But teacher pensions surpass hypothetical 401(k) benefits several years before early retirement age. In the case of Colorado PERA, the pension plan delivers superior benefits immediately upon vesting at five years, largely because of their generous matching policy on employee contribution withdrawals and money purchase benefits at retirement age.
Eight Out of Ten Teachers Will Be Better off with Their Pension than a 401(k)

Combining our benefit analysis and tenure projection model, we identified the age and service thresholds when the pension benefit equals or exceeds the value of an idealized 401(k) plan for every age-service cohort within the teacher population in each state, and calculated the share of active teachers who will serve until they meet that threshold.

As Figure 8 illustrates, an overwhelming majority of teachers in each of the six states will earn pension benefits that are worth more than what they could realize in an idealized 401(k) with the same contribution rate and average target date fund investment returns. The six-state teacher-weighted average is 77%, with individual states ranging from 71% (Georgia TRS) to 84% (Connecticut TRS). Colorado, which has high turnover and the lowest average teacher experience, also has the least backloaded benefit structure, leading to 81% of teachers who are better off with the Colorado PERA benefit than a 401(k). Connecticut has 10-year vesting, which seemingly would work against the pension plan, but the state also has a more experienced teacher workforce. It is difficult to definitively identify the causes of variation, because turnover and average teacher tenure are significantly, but not entirely, determined by benefit structure.

Figure 8
Share of Teachers Who Are Better Off with Pension than Idealized 401(k)

Note: Authors’ analysis based on retirement system active membership data and actuarial assumptions as of FY 2017. Idealized 401(k) assumes investment in a typical Target Date Fund, no investment mistakes, and 0.25% annual fee. 6-state average is weighted by teacher membership count.
Figure 9
Share of Teachers Who Are Better Off with Pension than Realistic 401(k)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-State Average</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Authors' analysis based on retirement system active membership data and actuarial assumptions as of FY 2017. Realistic 401(k) assumes typical individual investor returns. 6-state average is weighted by teacher membership count.

401(k)s Cost More for the Typical Teacher Retirement Benefit

The above analysis compares benefits for teachers from DB pensions and 401(k) plans based on the same contribution rate. It is also helpful to know how retirement contribution rates would change if we hold benefit levels steady across the two plan types.

For each state, we calculated the ratio of 401(k) benefits to pension benefits for two types of teachers: a conservatively modeled “typical” teacher, and a full-career teacher initially hired at age 25. The benefit for the “typical” teacher, based on median entry age and median service years, reflects a younger exit age than the median exit age in our analysis, and thus receives less than the median benefit. Based on these findings, we calculated the increased cost of funding 401(k) benefits that would match the value of the pension benefits that these teachers can expect to earn.

Without exception, it would cost significantly more to fund 401(k) benefits that have the same value as the pension earned by the typical teacher in each of the six states (Table 5). The magnitude of increased cost varies due to differences in teacher demographics and pension benefit structure. It would cost 20% more to fund a typical Georgia teacher’s retirement benefit in a 401(k) than it does through the state’s teacher pension plan. For those in Colorado, Connecticut, and Kentucky, it would
cost 40%, 46%, and 39% more respectively. For those in Missouri and Texas, it would cost twice as much—98% and 116%.

Providing the same level of retirement income for the full-career teacher through a 401(k) account would cost roughly twice as much in Colorado, Kentucky, and Missouri, and Texas, and about 60% more in Connecticut in Georgia. While only one-third of teachers in this study are projected to reach 30 or more service years, this model is important because teacher pension benefits are typically designed to provide retirement income adequacy—ranging from 60% to 85% of highest average salary based on 30 years of service and normal retirement age. This is especially important because most of the teachers in the six states in this study are not covered by Social Security.

**Table 5**

Additional Contributions Required to Fund Idealized 401(k) to Achieve Same Benefit as Existing Pension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Typical Teacher (median entry age, median projected service)</th>
<th>Full-Career Teacher (entry age 25, 30 years service)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>103%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>116%</td>
<td>116%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Authors’ analysis based on retirement system active membership data and actuarial assumptions as of FY 2017. Idealized 401(k) assumes investment in a typical Target Date Fund, no investment mistakes, and 0.25% annual fee.

Critically, these large cost differentials cannot be explained by the idea that short-term teachers are “paying for” the benefits of long-term teachers, as researchers critical of teacher pensions suggest.26 To be sure, the backloading of traditional pensions results in significant differences in benefits between those who leave early in their career and those with average tenure. However, referring back to **Figure 6**, those who leave without vesting or before retirement age comprise only 32% of teachers—and an even smaller share of payroll, because these teachers have lower average pay than those who work longer. Thus, the difference between short-term teachers’ benefits and the average plan benefit is not large enough to account for the magnitude of the cost increase.

As we discussed in the Introduction, it simply costs much more to fund 401(k) benefits equal to pension benefits for the average teacher because pensions are inherently more cost-efficient.27 A
significant contributing factor is a longer investment horizon compared to individual investment accounts, which allows for higher expected investment returns. Another is the advantage of professional investment management. This advantage is accounted for in our comparison of each pension plan with the Realistic 401(k), but excluded is in the comparison with the Idealized 401(k). Two other factors—lower administrative and investment expenses and longevity risk pooling—were taken out of the equation in this study by assuming conversion of 401(k) balances into private insurance life annuities with generous interest rates and low fees (0.25%).

In other words, even without fully accounting for the relative efficiency of a DB pension, we find that it would cost significantly more to provide the typical teacher’s retirement income through a 401(k). Ultimately, switching to a 401(k) with the same expected cost translates to a significant reduction in teacher retirement income. In Texas, for example, benefits would be slashed in half for the typical teacher. Switching to a 401(k) with lower cost means an even steeper reduction in teacher retirement income.

Ultimately, what this means is that switching from a pension to a 401(k)-style plan (and to a lesser but still significant extent, a cash balance plan which has similar benefit accrual patterns) will reduce the retirement incomes of a large majority of teachers, and the typical teacher will see a significant benefit cut.
Conclusion: Lessons for Retirement Benefit Policy

Contrary to the claims made by a number of studies, an overwhelming majority (77%) of teachers working in the profession today will serve long enough to earn guaranteed pension benefits that exceed what they might have accumulated through an idealized 401(k) savings account with the same contribution rate. Conversely, most teachers would see significantly lower retirement income under a 401(k) than what they would earn through the lowest-tier pension in each of the states in this study. Because it costs significantly more to fund the same retirement benefits through a 401(k) as through a pension, a 401(k) can only cut costs through steep benefit reductions. Given that most teachers in the six states in this study are not covered by Social Security, such a shift would have grave consequences for their ability to retire with dignity after long service in public schools.

Most states currently face a teacher shortage, and many are resorting to hiring retired teachers to fill the gap. Policymakers should understand that pensions exert a clear retention effect on experienced teachers—lowering teacher turnover, easing schools’ staffing pressures, and contributing to education quality. Conversely, shifting from pensions to 401(k)s or other account-based plans is likely to increase turnover. While some advocate for a more open, mobile labor market for teachers, it is important to understand that this would incur tremendous costs to schools in terms of recruitment and training.

Shifting to 401(k)s might benefit short-service teachers, but it will significantly reduce the retirement incomes of long-term teachers who make up a large majority of the teaching workforce in public schools. Furthermore, 401(k)s will decrease the aggregate retirement benefits paid to teachers, largely as the result of the inefficiencies of an individual account system compared to a pooled pension. This means teachers will reduce their current spending in order to make up the difference through private savings, and/or see a reduction in their future consumer spending due to lower retirement benefits. States are already concerned about the negative long-term fiscal and economic impact of retirement insecurity, and are looking for ways to improve the retirement readiness of private sector workers. From this perspective, switching to 401(k)s rather than modifying existing teacher pension plans is a step in the wrong direction.

Finally, policymakers concerned about equity in retirement benefits between short- and long-term teachers should consider restoring or augmenting portability provisions in existing pensions, such as service credit purchases, pension system reciprocity, matching employee contribution refunds, and allowing all employees regardless of vesting status to purchase lifetime income with their accumulated contributions. Some states have been moving away from portability provisions and lengthening vesting periods in an attempt to cut costs, but the savings are arguably minimal, with detrimental effects on recruitment. Colorado PERA stands out as a system that provides attractive benefits to teachers and other public servants regardless of tenure.

In conclusion, pensions provide greater retirement security to teachers in Connecticut, Colorado, Georgia, Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas—and, based on previous studies, California—than a cost-equivalent 401(k). Pensions also have a powerful impact on teacher turnover and workforce management, encouraging long service and allowing older teachers to retire with dignity. Policymakers, parents, and other stakeholders in public education should be skeptical of claims that teachers and public schools would be better off with 401(k)s and other account-based plans.
Appendix A: Colorado State Employees

Colorado state employees are covered by the same pension benefit tier as most school employees in the state. But state employees tend to be somewhat older than school employees. Among school employees, teachers are hired younger and serve longer than non-teacher school employees. When reviewing state employees and school employees in Colorado, we find virtually no difference in the share of active members who are better off with a pension than a 401(k). The slightly lower normal cost for state employees than for school employees for the same benefit tier translates to a slightly larger pension income advantage compared to a 401(k) for both median age/service and full-career members.

State Employees and School Employees in Colorado Have Similar Tenure Profiles

The median projected service at exit is 16 years for Colorado state employees, compared to 17 years for Colorado school employees and 25 for teachers across the six states. State employees have slightly higher turnover rates than school employees in Colorado, but the difference is negligible compared to the weighted average for teachers across all six states. As Figure A.1 reveals, the projected distribution of teachers by service at exit is nearly identical for state employees and school employees. However, because the current age of state employees is somewhat older, a slightly larger share—27% compared to 23%—will leave after they reach age 65 (see Figure A.2). The overall shorter tenure, combined with markedly high turnover in the first five years after hire, means that 20% of members will not vest and 48% will stay until retirement age—compared to 10% and 68%, respectively, for teachers in the six states combined.

Figure A.1
Distribution of Active Members by Projected Age at Exit, Colorado State Employees vs. School Employees and Teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Colorado, State Div</strong></td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Colorado, School Div</strong></td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6-State Teacher Average</strong></td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0–4</th>
<th>5–9</th>
<th>10–19</th>
<th>20–29</th>
<th>30+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Authors' analysis based on retirement system active membership data and actuarial assumptions as of FY 2017. 6-state average includes CO, CT, GA, KY, MO, and TX.
Figure A.2
Distribution of Active Members by Projected Age at Exit, Colorado State Employees vs. School Employees and Teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado, State Division</td>
<td>11% 13% 18% 30% 27%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado, School Division</td>
<td>11% 13% 19% 33% 23%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-State Teacher Average</td>
<td>8% 11% 20% 46% 14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: <35 years, 35-44 years, 45-54 years, 55-64 years, 65+ years

Figure A.3
Vesting and Retirement Eligibility at Exit, Colorado PERA State Division vs. School Division and Teacher Average

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Colorado State Division</th>
<th>Colorado School Division</th>
<th>6-State Teacher Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vest, stay in service until retirement age</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vest, leave before retirement age</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave before vesting</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Authors' analysis based on retirement system active membership data and actuarial assumptions as of FY 2017. 6-state teacher average includes CO, CT, GA, KY, MO, and TX.
Colorado State Employees and School Employees Benefit Equally from Their Pension

Because Colorado state employees have slightly shorter careers in the same retirement system compared to school employees, the pension cost for the state employees—and the associated hypothetical 401(k) benefit—is lower than for school employees: 9.58% versus 10.50% of pay for retirement and withdrawal benefits (see Table B.4 in Appendix B). However, because salary growth is faster for school employees than for state employees, there is very little difference in the ratio of 401(k) benefits to salary for a typical employee at early retirement age (Figure A.4). In addition, the Colorado PERA pension is worth more than twice the hypothetical 401(k) benefit at early retirement age for both state employees and school employees.

Though not quite half of state employees will serve until retirement eligibility, it is important to note that PERA portability features create a smoother benefit accrual curve than most DB pensions. Most pensions spike dramatically in value at retirement age—along with the magnitude of difference in relation to the value of hypothetical 401(k) benefits. In contrast, the relative advantage of PERA over a hypothetical 401(k) differs little whether an employee chooses to leave at age 50, versus the early retirement age of 55. Furthermore, our benefit model indicates that PERA benefits exceed a hypothetical 401(k) in value immediately upon vesting at five years.

Figure A.4
Ratio of Benefit Value to Salary at Earliest Retirement Age for Typical Employee, Colorado State and School Employees

![Bar chart showing the ratio of benefit value to salary for Colorado State and School Employees at earliest retirement age.]

Note: Authors' analysis based on retirement system active membership data and actuarial assumptions as of FY 2017. Idealized 401(k) assumes investment in a typical Target Date Fund, no investment mistakes, and 0.25% annual fee. Realistic 401(k) assumes typical individual investor returns. 6-state teacher average includes CO, CT, GA, KY, MO, and TX.
Ultimately, an equal share of Colorado state employees and school employees—81%—are better off with a pension than an idealized 401(k) (Figure A.5). Despite significantly higher than average turnover, the portability of Colorado PERA benefits leads to the pension providing a clearly better value for a larger share of members, compared to the six-state teacher average. It would cost 45% more to fund an idealized 401(k) account to match the value of PERA benefits for a Colorado state employee with typical entry age and service, and 94% more for a full-career employee (Table A.1).

Figure A.5
Share of Members Who are Better Off with Pension than 401(k), Colorado State and School Employees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Colorado State Division</th>
<th>Colorado School Division</th>
<th>6-State Teacher Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vs. Idealized 401(k)</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. Realistic 401(k)</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Authors’ analysis based on retirement system active membership data and actuarial assumptions as of FY 2017. Idealized 401(k) assumes investment in a typical Target Date Fund, no investment mistakes, and 0.25% annual fee. Realistic 401(k) assumes typical individual investor returns. 6-state teacher average includes CO, CT, GA, KY, MO, and TX.

Table A.1
Additional Contributions Required to Fund Idealized 401(k) to Achieve Same Benefit as Colorado PERA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Typical Employee (median entry age, median projected service)</th>
<th>Full-Career Employee (entry age 25, 30 years service)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado, State Division</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado, School Division</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, Colorado PERA stands out as a retirement system that offers the best of a traditional pension—a focus on adequate retirement income and pooled risk—and also leverages the efficiency of a pooled pension to deliver attractive benefits to employees regardless of tenure. To recap, any member is eligible for lifetime retirement income at retirement eligibility based on their employee contribution account balance, through the money purchase benefit. Vested members can opt for a refund of member contributions plus interest with a 50% match before retirement age. At retirement age, vested members are eligible for a 100% match on their employee contribution account. They can elect to withdraw the entire amount, or receive the greater of the money purchase benefit based on their employee contribution account (plus match) at an attractive interest rate, or the service retirement benefit.
Appendix B: Detailed Methodology

In order to understand how teachers and other public employees are affected by the benefits they will receive under existing pension benefits compared to a hypothetical 401(k) plan, we developed a tenure projection model and a benefit projection model. The tenure projection model uses retirement system actuarial assumptions and current active membership data to yield a distribution of exits by age and service year. The benefit projection model estimates the retirement benefit for each possible entry age under the existing DB pension and a hypothetical 401(k). Modeling approaches and key assumptions are outlined below.

Tenure Projections

We first calculated total annual attrition rates—i.e., exit probabilities—for each age, at each year of service, based on each retirement system’s assumptions regarding withdrawal, retirement, disability, and pre-retirement mortality. Where we were not able to obtain detailed rates from the retirement system or actuarial experience studies, we interpolated annual rates from sample rates published in the latest actuarial valuation or experience study.

Critically, we also obtained detailed active membership age-service tables from each system. For most states—Georgia, Connecticut, Missouri, and Kentucky—data was obtained for the system’s entire active membership base. Texas TRS provided a custom data file consisting only of teachers and librarians, who make up less than half of the overall membership. (However, the TRS actuarial assumptions are for the plan as a whole.) We obtained a custom tabulation for Colorado PERA State Division members excluding state troopers, and Colorado PERA School Division members.

We applied age- and service-specific exit probabilities to the active membership based on their current age and years of service, in successive yearly iterations until none of the current active teachers remained in service. We projected 60 years’ worth of iterations in order to allow the youngest members in the sample time to reach the age when 100% retirement is assumed, typically age 75. We excluded cohorts whose age and service credit data indicated they had been hired prior to age 17. These made up less than 100 members in the six states combined, so their exclusion had no material impact on the model results. This modeling process generated the distribution of exit counts by age and service for active employees.

Benefit Modeling

In order to compare existing DB pension plans to a hypothetical 401(k) plan, it is necessary to analyze them in apples-to-apples terms. DB plans are “defined” in terms of benefits provided. For example, the annual retirement benefit earned for a year of service might be 2% of average pay. DC plans are “defined” in terms of the contribution made to a plan each year, and the benefit takes the form of an accumulated savings account value consisting of contributions and investment returns. We first calculated the DB pension benefits for each system, then calculated the 401(k) account balance required to purchase the same retirement income stream through a private insurance group annuity. We then calculated 401(k) savings account accumulations assuming contributions equal to the normal cost for the DB system retirement and withdrawal benefits, plus investment returns from a typical target date fund (TDF).
General Projection Model Approach

Our analysis projected DB pension and 401(k) benefits for every possible entry age/exit age/exit service permutation. For DB pensions, we modeled the lowest-tier benefit for each retirement system for each possible “entry age” (which roughly corresponds to age at hire). For each entry age, benefits were calculated for each possible year of service at exit—including member contribution account refunds, deferred retirement benefits (if not eligible for immediate retirement), immediate retirement benefits, and any money purchase benefits. Money purchase benefits consist of the conversion of the member contribution account balance into a life annuity using the retirement system’s expected return as the interest rate.

In addition to each retirement system’s benefit policy, we use their assumptions for increases in salary to project benefits.

For 401(k) benefits, the accounts were assumed to grow at investment return rates that vary by age based on a typical TDF asset allocation glidepath. Gross returns were decreased by 0.25% for administrative expenses for the Idealized 401(k), and by an additional 1% for the Realistic 401(k) to account for typical investor behavior. Early withdrawals and loans were not considered. The annual 401(k) contributions were assumed to equal the normal cost rate of the retirement benefits and withdrawal benefits provided by each retirement system, multiplied by projected salary.

DB Annual Benefit Amounts

Pension systems provide retirement benefits under a fixed formula contingent on age and years of service (see Table B.1). Our analysis applied the retirement formula to participants at each possible entry age. For vested members projected to exit after retirement eligibility, we calculate the benefits they would receive if they start collecting retirement benefits immediately. For vested members who terminate before retirement eligibility, we assumed they claimed their pension at the earliest possible date. We tested the model for sensitivity to different retirement timing decisions from early retirement age up until normal retirement age, given the same age and service at exit. The resulting benefit value changes were minor, and did not shift the break-even points between the DB pension and 401(k) savings plan.

For systems with money purchase benefits—Colorado PERA and Georgia TRS—we estimated the annual money purchase annuity payments resulting from the conversion of member account balances into an annuity based on retirement system mortality rates and assumed rate of investment return. Colorado PERA money purchase benefits are based on PERA-wide average mortality rates—rather than the mortality rates specific to each division—and this is reflected in our calculations.

DB Refunds and Lump-Sum Cashouts

Our model estimated refunds of employee contributions (plus interest and employer match, where applicable) according to each plan’s benefit policy (see Table B.2). Our model did not analyze optional lump-sum cashouts, which are calculated on actuarial terms in lieu of monthly retirement benefits. While some members might have good reason to choose this option (for instance, if they are terminally ill), lump sum cashouts are often less valuable than lifetime pension benefits when considered in DC-equivalent terms. This is because the private market often provides lower individual investment returns during the retirement draw-down phase than are available to DB plans.
Table B.1
Pension Service Retirement Provisions Used in Benefit Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retirement Age Policy</th>
<th>Colorado PERA</th>
<th>Connecticut TRS</th>
<th>Georgia TRS</th>
<th>Kentucky TRS</th>
<th>Missouri PSRS</th>
<th>Texas TRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service requirement for vesting</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal retirement eligibility after vesting</td>
<td>Age 65 or 35 years of service; Rule of 88 with 10 years of service in School Div.</td>
<td>Age 60 or 35 years of service</td>
<td>Age 60 or 30 years of service</td>
<td>Age 60 or age when member would have attained 27 years of service</td>
<td>Age 60, age when member would have attained 30 years of service, or Rule of 80</td>
<td>Age 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early retirement eligibility</td>
<td>Age 60, age 55 with 20 years of service, or age 50 with 25 years of service</td>
<td>Age 55 with 20 years of service; any age with 25 years of service</td>
<td>Any age with 25 years of service</td>
<td>Age 55 with 10 years of service</td>
<td>Age 55; or any age with 25 years of service</td>
<td>Age 55; any age with 30 years of service; or Rule of 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit multiplier at normal retirement age</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>2.0% for members with 20+ years of service; .1% deducted for each year less than 20 years.</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>Ranges from 1.7% at 5 years to 3.0% for 30+ years. (See Table 1 in Section II for details.)</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit cap</td>
<td>100% of HAS</td>
<td>75% of HAS</td>
<td>40 years of service; employee contribution optional thereafter</td>
<td></td>
<td>100% of HAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest Average Salary (HAS) base for retirement benefit calculation</td>
<td>Highest 3 years</td>
<td>Highest 3 years</td>
<td>Highest 2 years</td>
<td>Highest 5 years</td>
<td>Highest 3 years</td>
<td>Highest 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-of-living-adjustment (COLA) assumption</td>
<td>None (COLA paid out of separate fund and is not guaranteed)</td>
<td>1.75%</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
<td>1.65%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Connecticut TRS distinguishes between retirement with 20 years of service at age 60 (Normal Retirement) and retirement with 10-19 years at age 60 (Pro-rated Retirement), but we group both as normal retirement in this table. In addition, Connecticut teachers can apply up to 5 years of service credit from other pension systems to meet normal and early retirement eligibility requirements, but we only estimate Connecticut service in this study.

Note: Data from retirement system CAFRs and actuarial valuations for FY 2017. Benefit provisions reflect the lowest tier applicable to employees hired in 2018.
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## Table B.2
Withdrawal Benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Colorado PERA</th>
<th>Connecticut TRS</th>
<th>Georgia TRS</th>
<th>Kentucky TRS</th>
<th>Missouri PSRS</th>
<th>Texas TRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interest rate on employee contributions</td>
<td>3.0% current policy</td>
<td>8.0% assumed</td>
<td>4.5% current policy</td>
<td>2.5% assumed</td>
<td>1.0% assumed</td>
<td>2.0% current policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination benefit—not yet vested</td>
<td>Refund of employee contributions plus interest; or keep in account and continue to accrue interest. Account value at age 65 can be converted into a life annuity at 7.25% interest (assumed return)</td>
<td>Refund of 6% contributions plus interest</td>
<td>Refund of employee contributions plus interest</td>
<td>Refund of employee contributions plus interest</td>
<td>Refund of employee contributions plus interest</td>
<td>Refund of employee contributions plus interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination benefit—vested, employee contribution refund</td>
<td>Refund of employee contributions plus interest, with 50% employer match on account balance</td>
<td>Refund of 6% contributions plus interest, and additional 1% contributions without interest</td>
<td>Refund of employee contributions plus interest</td>
<td>Refund of employee contributions plus interest</td>
<td>Refund of employee contributions plus interest</td>
<td>Refund of employee contributions plus interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other benefits for vested members eligible for retirement</td>
<td>Members can elect a refund of employee contributions and interest with a 100% match on account balance; or convert that amount into a life annuity (money purchase); or claim the service retirement benefit</td>
<td></td>
<td>Members receive the greater of service retirement benefit or money purchase benefit based on employee contributions and interest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data from retirement system CAFRs and actuarial valuations for FY 2017.
DB Values (401(k)-equivalent)

In order to facilitate comparison between the DB pensions and 401(k) plans, we converted DB annuity benefits—whether service retirement benefits or money purchase annuities—into 401(k)-equivalent cash values. In other words, we estimated the 401(k) balance necessary to purchase the income stream provided by the DB retirement system through a private insurance annuity, assuming 5% interest with 5% load for insurance company profits and expenses and retirement-system specific mortality tables. For teacher-only systems, which are over 75% female, we used female post-retirement mortality rates to price annuities. For Colorado PERA, because the state division is slightly over half male, we calculated blended (sex-weighted) rates as well as female-specific rates for both the State Division and School Division. We ran a sensitivity analysis using the female-specific and blended rates, and found that it made a trivial difference in the findings. We therefore used female annuity rates for all plans. Where employees separated prior to retirement eligibility, we factored in 401(k) investment growth between separation and retirement. For instance, if $100,000 was the amount necessary to purchase a given DB pension income stream, and the 401(k) account was expected to yield 25% cumulative investment returns between separation and retirement, we calculated the DB pension value as $100,000 / 1.25, or $80,000.

401(k) Account Values

Account balances under a 401(k) plan were estimated each year by crediting the anticipated investment return based on a TDF asset allocation glidepath, and annual contributions equal to the normal cost of retirement and withdrawal benefits in the DB plan (See Table B.3 for contribution rates).

We excluded the normal cost of death benefits and disability retirement benefits, which are typically 0.5% of payroll. In effect, we treated these death and disability benefits as a separate insurance program. Excluding a DB pension plan's normal cost for death and disability benefits from the DC plan contribution rate is conservative because private insurance companies would typically charge more than the pension plan for these benefits.

Actuarial Assumptions

Investment Return Assumptions

Gross investment returns for the 401(k) plan were based on a hypothetical TDF based on the age of the member. The TDF asset allocation glidepath reflects a composite of Vanguard and Fidelity target date fund series. For each age in the glidepath, we calculated the geometric mean return from capital market assumptions obtained from Milliman for our previous studies of CalSTRS, consisting of arithmetic mean returns, volatility, and correlations between asset classes. Geometric mean returns are lower than arithmetic returns because they account for "volatility drag," i.e., the negative impact of market volatility on the cumulative investment returns. Using arithmetic mean returns to calculate 401(k) balances over an individual's career without accounting for the impact of market volatility would result in unrealistically high balances. For example, the arithmetic mean return for the TDF is 8.64% at age 25 and 7.14% at age 60, compared to the geometric mean return of 7.30% at age 25 and 6.49% at age 60.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Colorado PERA</th>
<th>Connecticut TRS</th>
<th>Georgia TRS</th>
<th>Kentucky TRS</th>
<th>Missouri PSRS</th>
<th>Texas TRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total normal cost for benefit tier</td>
<td>10.82% School; 10.10% State</td>
<td>10.60%</td>
<td>13.77%</td>
<td>14.84%</td>
<td>17.02%</td>
<td>10.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated normal cost for retirement and withdrawal benefits and administrative costs (used as DC contribution rate)</td>
<td>10.5% School; 9.58% State</td>
<td>10.11%</td>
<td>13.27%</td>
<td>14.34%</td>
<td>16.356%*</td>
<td>9.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee contribution rate (used to calculate member contribution account refunds and money purchase benefits)</td>
<td>Escalates from 8% to FY 2017 to 10.00 in FY 2022.</td>
<td>7.00%</td>
<td>6.00%</td>
<td>9.105%</td>
<td>14.50%</td>
<td>7.70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*MO retirement & termination benefit normal cost excludes the 1% load for service credit purchases built into the base normal cost.

Note: Data from retirement system CAFRs and actuarial valuations for FY 2017. Normal cost estimates for retirement and withdrawal benefits (exclusive of death and disability benefit cost) were provided by retirement system staff. When not available, we deducted an average estimate of .5% of payroll for death and disability.
In order to streamline benefit modeling, we used a uniform set of TDF investment return assumptions for all six states. The baseline TDF model’s underlying inflation assumption is 2.75%, with a gross return of 7.3% at age 25 based on approximately 90% equities and 10% fixed income. See Table B.4 for sample investment returns by age.

**Table B.4**
Baseline Target Date Fund Investment Returns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gross Return</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gross Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>7.30%</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>7.30%</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>6.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>7.29%</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.24%</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>7.15%</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>6.96%</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>6.72%</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>4.52%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Underlying inflation assumption is 2.75%. Table reflects geometric mean returns that account for volatility drag. Underlying arithmetic mean return for age 25 is 8.6%.

Net investment return rates were assumed to be the gross rates shown above minus 25 basis points (0.25%) to reflect efficient 401(k) investment and account maintenance expenses for the Idealized 401(k). For the Realistic 401(k), we reduced annual returns by another 1.0% to account for the drag on returns from typical individual investor behavior. The fact that individual investors tend to underperform institutional investors, even after controlling for asset allocation, is well supported by empirical data and behavioral finance research, and 1% is a conservative estimate of the resulting drag on returns.31

We took pension fund expected returns as given. In most cases, they had no bearing on our retirement benefit calculations. (See Table B.5.) However, these returns factored into our estimates of money purchase benefits, where applicable. In accordance with plan provisions, we used the nominal investment return as the interest rate for Connecticut TRS member contribution accounts.

Public pension discount rates, which are used to determine the funding required to meet benefit obligations, are generally equal to the expected long-term average rate of return on pension plan investments. Discount rate determination is a complex process informed by plan demographics, actuarial experience, investment policy, and risk tolerance, among other factors. On average, pension plans have generally met or exceeded their investment return targets over the long term.
Table B.5
Retirement System Expected Returns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Colorado PERA</th>
<th>Connecticut TRS</th>
<th>Georgia TRS</th>
<th>Kentucky TRS</th>
<th>Missouri PSRS</th>
<th>Texas TRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal investment return</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
<td>8.00%</td>
<td>7.50%</td>
<td>7.50%</td>
<td>7.60%</td>
<td>8.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation</td>
<td>2.40%</td>
<td>2.75%</td>
<td>2.25%</td>
<td>3.00%</td>
<td>2.25%</td>
<td>2.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real return</td>
<td>4.85%</td>
<td>5.25%</td>
<td>5.25%</td>
<td>4.50%</td>
<td>5.35%</td>
<td>5.25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data from system Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports of FY 2017.

Nonetheless, we conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine the impact of imposing a 7.25% discount rate, using a rough rule-of-thumb to increase the estimated normal cost for all systems except Colorado PERA, which already uses 7.25%. We chose this rate because the capital market assumptions used to calculate TDF investment returns are consistent with a 7.25% return on a pension fund that has the same investment policy as CalSTRS.32 Increasing the normal cost increases the projected account balance in a hypothetical 401(k). As Table B.6 shows, using a lower discount rate makes little difference in the percentage of teachers who will earn pension benefits that exceed what they would have accumulated through an idealized 401(k) account: 74.6% compared to 76.6% under the baseline that uses the currently adopted discount rates. Even in Connecticut and Texas, for which we increased 401(k) contributions by nearly 18% compared to the baseline costs, the share of teachers better off with the existing pension only decreased by 1.7% and 3.9%, respectively.

Table B.6
Share of Teachers Who Are Better Off with Pension than Idealized 401(k)—Sensitivity Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Baseline Results with Current Discount Rate</th>
<th>Results with Estimated Plan Cost for 7.25% Discount Rate</th>
<th>Difference (Percentage Points)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>84.2%</td>
<td>82.5%</td>
<td>−1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>71.9%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>−0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>73.6%</td>
<td>72.8%</td>
<td>−0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
<td>81.2%</td>
<td>−0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>76.4%</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
<td>−3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-State Average</td>
<td>76.6%</td>
<td>74.6%</td>
<td>−2.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Colorado PERA currently uses a 7.25% discount rate.
Mortality Assumptions

As noted above, we used retirement system post-retirement mortality assumptions to convert DB pension benefits into 401(k)-equivalent values, and to calculate the annual annuity payments resulting from money purchase benefits. Given the marked longevity of public sector workers, especially teachers, relying on general population mortality rates such as Social Security Administration life tables results in significant underpricing of annuities for teacher retirement system members. Thus, we reconstructed post-retirement mortality rates for each retirement system based on information about base tables and improvement scales provided in the FY 2017 actuarial valuation report for each plan, unless the plan provided the full mortality tables.

Most retirement systems assume that mortality rates will decrease (participants will live longer) over time. Some systems use a static projection that applies mortality improvement assumptions up to a fixed horizon, e.g., 2028. In such cases, we simply used the mortality rates computed from the static projection. This results in a single set of annuity purchase rates by retirement age.

Some systems rely on a dynamic projection, which generates a distinct mortality table for each birth year/retirement age combination. We simplified the projection in order to accommodate our underlying benefit model, which is based on entry age rather than birth year. Specifically, we assumed a single hire year by offsetting mortality rate projections by the average years of service among active members. For instance, if active members currently average ten years of service, we set back the mortality improvement projection by ten years, effectively assuming that everyone was hired in 2007 (ten years prior to the 2017 fiscal year). This adjustment was used solely for pricing annuities. The result is a table of conservatively priced annuity rates for each entry age/retirement age combination.
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A significant share of active members in the retirement systems analyzed in this study belong to tiers with more generous benefits and a lower normal retirement age than the tiers modeled in this study. This means that our estimate of the percentage of teachers who are better off with the existing pension than a hypothetical 401(k) is lower than is actually the case. Connecticut TRS and Missouri PSRS only have one tier, so this is not an issue for those states.


In 2016, CalSTRS forced down its discount rate by 0.25% below its expected return, to 7.00%, as an additional measure of conservatism. This is not reflected in the sensitivity analysis.
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